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MRS. NANCE HONORED—Mrs. Mildred Nance, who is retiring after working
35 years with the Murray Water & Sewer System, was honored by the Murray
Common Council last night. Mayor John E. Scott, right, on behalf of the coun-
cil, presented Mrs. Nance with a framed resolution in her honor. At left is
Water and Sewer System superintendent John Trotter.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Council To Ask For Opinion
On Legality Of Recent Vote
The Murray Common Council has
asked that an opinion be requested
from the Kentucky Attorney General as
to the legality of the council's recent
vote on a rezoning measure.
The council had voted 6-3 at its last
meeting in favor of an amendment to
the city's zoning code that would
change the zoning of property owned by
Loretta 'obs on Sycamore from
residential . to professional office
classification.
But at that time, city attorney Wells
Overbey said that in his opinion, the
measure was not approved by the
council because he said that such ac-
Work Is Progressing Well On
Renovation At Middle School
Work is progressing well on the
renovation at the Murray Middle'
School, according to a report given last
night to the Murray City School Board.
Supt. Fred Crheit7 told the board that
he foresees no immediate problem in




Members of the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee and
&untfprecinct officers willrnierai the —
Calloway County Courthouse at 7p. m.,
Monday, Maya- • • .
This special joint meeting has been
called for the purpose of finalizing
plans for the Stump Speaking Day to be
held at the Courthouse on Saturday,
May 14.
At the event, .candidates for city and
county offices in the May 24
Democratic primary will have an
opportunity to speak, while the public
has refreshments which will be
available.
All members of the Democratic
Executive Committee and all precinct
committee members are urged to at-
tend the Monday meeting. Anybody
who has not pledged a cake, a pie, or
cookies for the event and who would
still like to do so should contact Suzanne
Schroader at 753-9571
time for school opening next fall.
Schultz told the board that the win-
dow contracts have been approved and
will be expedited from the factory. The
heating unit, air Conditioning unit, and
boiler will also be shipped in the next
few weeks.
He noted that the electrical portion of
the work is in good shape, after an
excellent week of work during spring
break.
The superintendeat also reported to
the board on damage to the windows in
the middle school by the plumbing
contractor: Schultz explained that the
old radiators on the second and third
floors of the middle school had been
1/1 1iien'ising
damage to the sills when the radiators
were pushed through. He also told the
board" that the cbritrictor will be
responsible for that damage.
In other action, Director of Pupil
Personnel Willie Jackson presented
three reports to the board.
An attendance 'report shows a
steadily declining percentage of at-
tendance over the past 10 years. In the
year 1967-68, the attendance at Murray
High was 96.26, while for the entire year
of 1975-7611 VeaS-134.74.. - --
Jackson called this trend a "sign of
the times," and expressed concern over
the drop, but noted that other school
districts are faced with similar
problems. ,
In presenting the dropout report for
this year. Jackson said he is "very
proud of this," and noted that for
Yiagrore
PUBLIC PERFORMANCE — Students in the Public Performance Classes of
the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre presented three per-
formances at the Calloway County Public Library Thursday as the culmination
of their six weeks of performance classes. The classes are conducted by
Richard Valentine, under the direction of the community theatre.
4 Staff Photo by David Hill
inside today
One Section — 16 Pages
Clean air development work at Louisville Gas &
Electric Co. will serve as a nationwide demonstration that
coal can be, burned without an adverse environmental
impact. See the story on Page 10 of today's issue. .
A mother of two children has designed a T-shirt that she
hopes will safeguard children in a Detroit suburb, where
sevcii youngsters have been abducted and slain in the past.,
15 months See the story on Page 13.
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and cool tonight.
Increasing cloudiness on
Saturday with a chance of af-
ternoon showers. Lows tonight in
the low to mid 40s. Highs
Saturday in the 60s to low 70s.
Winds becoming northeasterly to
10 miles an hour tonight. Rain
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grades 7-12, the dropout rate is only 1.35
per cent, as compared to 5.49 per cent
for the State of Kentucky as a whole.
For this year, the dropout rates for
Grades, Seven and Eight are zero per
cent; the dropout rate for Grade 9 is
1.08 per cent; the rate for Grade 1.8 is
1.67 per cent; and the rates for Grades
11 and 12 are 1.58 and 4.14 respectively.
These rates compare very favorably
with the state averages, especially in
—Grades-10- and 11; where the state
averages are 9.04 per cent and 10.16 per
cent.
Jackson also presented his tran-
, See SCHOOL BOARD
_ Pagr.116. Column Five.
Epilepsy Drive To
Be Here Saturday
An epilepsy drive, sponsored by the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and the
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority of Murray
State University, will be held here on
Saturday.
Four roadblocks will be located at
major intersections in Murray, bet-
_1(ireen__& 00-a. mi. and* 00- p.tm and-will--
be manned by members from the
fraternity. .
Throughout the morning, the sorority
will be soliciting local businesses for
contributions. Each business that
contributes will receive a certificate of
merit from the Epilepsy Foundation of
America, which will be signed by
Kentucky Ex-Governor Louie Nunn,
according to Scott Wilson, project
coordinator.
Epilepsy is a sickness which involves
a disorder of the nervous system, and
will cause its victims to experience
attacks at irregular times, causing tim
to fall down and have muscle spasms
The epileptic may also lose con-
sciousness, and in some cases foariat
the mouth or go blind...
Wilson feels there is a need for this
fund raising project because "epilepsy
is a disease which has been ignored in
the past." He also asks the residents of
Murray to please contribute to this
drive.
tion, according to Kentucky Revised
Statutes, required a majority vote of
the entire council (meaning seven of
the 12 council members).
The council discussed the city's
zoning code and the state statutes at
length last night prior to asking for the
attorney general's opinion on the
matter.
- lh order to be adopted, the zoning
change must be approved by the
council on two separate readings. If the
attorney general rules that the council
did, in fact, approve the measure on the
first reading, then to be adopted it will
require approval on only one more
occasion.
Overbey told the council last,. night
that he still feels the statutes require a
• majority vote of the entire council for
approval and that since only six
members of the council voted for the
measure, it failed to win approval.
The council directed Mayor John E.
Scott to request the opinion from the
attorney general as soon as possible
The council approved the drawing of
an amendment to the city's ordinance
concerning parking. meters to eliminate
- Saturdays - from days the meter
regulations are enforced.
. The action -came after a letter from
the Downtown Merchants Association,
requesting such a move, was in-
troduced by councilman W. R. Furches.
If approved, the amendment would
mean that motorists parking in the
downtown area would be required to
deposit coins in the meters only on
Monday through Friday.
It was pointed out that several "all-
day porkers" are still being observed
on the meters in violation of the or-
dinance. The city is expected to begin
stricter enforcement of the meter
regulations in the near future.
In other action, the council appointed
Dr. C. C. Lowry to head a committee to
work with South Central Bell on
proposed new telephone system for the
city government.
The action came following a film
presentation by Bell representative
Linda Birdsong on the "Dimension"
telephone system. The committee is to
investigate all facets of the proposed
new system and report back to the
council.
Also at last night's meeting, the
council accepted the resignation of
Mrs. Mildred Nance who has worked
for the Murray Water and Sewer
System for the past 35 Years.
The council presented Mrs. Nance
with a framed resolution which said, in
part:
"Mildred Nance is highly regarded
and respected by her fellow employes.
She is held in high esteem in the
community; and has well, capably,
honestly and efficiently performed her
duties as a public servant...
—The contribution which Mildred
Nance has made to the City of Murray
Water and Sewer System is an example
and an inspiration for other employes to
follow. Her services have been of im-
measurable value to her employer and
the citizens of Murray, Kentucky."
In other action, the council: - -
— Accepted the low bid of 812,599
( with trade) from James Municipal
Equipment Co. of Louisville for two
new packer bodies for the Sanitation
System;
— Approved a lease agreement wRh
the Tappan Company for the use of the
Douglass Center building owned by
Tappan. The local Headstart program
currently utilizes the building;
— Accepted the resignation of Van
Allen frOrn the Murray Police force.
Allen has been associated with the
department for 41  years:.
— Heard a report from Police
Committee chairman Ed Chrisman on
department activities for the 'period
April 14-28. Chrisman said that 43
citations had been issued during the
period with four cases dismissed and
seven held over for hearing at a laW
date. The remainder were found guilty
as charged. The department in-
vestigated 24 traffic accidents during
the two-week period, Chrisman said.
Feud Between Carroll And
Atkins Flares Info The Open —
FRANKFORT, Ky. )AP( The
smouldering feud between state
Auditor George Atkins and Gov. Julian
Carroll has flared into the open.
Atkins says his elective role is "not be
a lapdog to the administration, but
rather the watchdog of the public."
Carroll scoffs at this profe iced 
philosophy, contending Atkins is
iiciauaing his offire thi ougir -political- --
audits." •
Atkins made his remarks ThArrsday
in a speech prepared for the Owen-
sboro-Daviess County Chamber of
Commerce.
Carroll made his comments to
Eastern Kentucky University jour-
nalism students and confirmed them
here.
So it looks like a curtain-raiser for the
1979 gubernatorial campaign.
Atkins wants to be a Democratic
candidate for governor. Carroll wants
state Commerce Commissioner Terry
McBrayer to be the next governor.
"I am positive_ that ours is the best
state auditors office the commonwealth
has ever had," Atkins told the chamber
group. "...I decided that I had not come
to this position ... to be loved."
Atkins listed projects which he said
prove his office's competency and for
which he said he has been criticized as
political.
He mentioned the warehouse lease
"scandal" eniaates from Lexington,
the "financial mess" in the Jefferson
County school system, the review of
"sloppy records"' relating to state
personal service contracts, the critical
report on a rural road improvement
next to • the farm of former Tran-
sportation Commissioner John Roberts
and the investigation of state mental
--health Meilities- at Outwood -Hospital
this week.
"When they call it politics my
response is that I don't know for sure
what the political future has in store for
me," Atkins said.
"...I want to do my iob ,and I want
government to be responsible to, the
people. Any evidence that state
government is spending hard-earned
tax dollars carelessly deserves public
exposure."
Carroll said he is sorry he
encouraged Atkins to run for auditor in
1975.
He quoted Atkins as saying shortly
before he got on the ticket that "I don't
know anything- about running the
auditor's office."
The governor said his reply was that
the knowledge was not necessary —
L'the most important thing is to let the
professionals run it."
gut Atkins has not heeded his advice,
Carroll complained, and the auditor
instead is delving into areas that should
be handled by professionals.
"Now he's using the office as a
political springboard and indeed not





The Calloway County Junior Varsity
Speech Team participated in the Junior
Varsity State Speech Tournament on
April 22 and 23.
Junior varsity debaters Chris Taylor
and Dale Finney won third place in the
state. Taylor and Finney ended their
competition with a record.of three wins
. and one loss_
The Calloway boys defeated Sacred
Heart Academy twice and. Montgomery
County before losing to second place
team, Louisville Trinity, also 3-1. The.
first place team was Scott County.
Chris Taylor received second place
speaker honors and Dale Finney
received third place honors.
In discussion Glynis Tabers was
awarded third place.
The entire 'Jayvee team had an
overall perfogmance of • four superior,
three excellent, and four good ratings.
Dr. Joe Prince, Mrs. Annie
Nance Are Named To Honors
Dr. Joe N. Prince and Mrs. Annie
Nance have been named 1977 "Boss of
the Year" and "Secretary of the Year"
by the Murray Chapter, National
Secretaries Association International.
The announcements were made at
the executive night dinner at the
Murray Woman's Club last night.
Mrs. Nance, secretary for H. 1403,5
Doran, chairmaa of the board"( the
Peoples Bank, has served a, the
Murray chapter vice-pres. :ent,
recording secretary, and has h->efJ1
chairman of ways and means.
nominating committee and I-- Aure
Secretaries Asscciation. She ,c a
member of the Murray Busines, and
Professional Women's Club and has
served as president, vice-president and
recording secretary.
She was voted "Woman of the Year
for 1970-71, and as.4 charter merni)er of
the Quota Club, she is presently serving
on the board of directors. Mrs Nil r(•e is
a member of the music ,department (4
the Murray Woman's Club and a
member of the First Baptist Chun h.
Dr. Prince is dean of the College of
Creative Expression 'at Murray State
He received his degrees from Murray
State and the University of Minot, He
served one summer as legislative
assistant to Senator Adlai E. Stever.son.
III, in Washington. He ia past _dean ()f
the School of Fine Arts at Murray State.
past assistant dean of the College of
Education, and assistant professor at
the University of Illinois. He is a
member of the board of the Kentucky
Arts Commission, vice-president and
board member of the Murray Civic
Music Association, and past chairman
Of the Marray-Calloway Cblinty Social
Concerns Comulittfee.
He is a -Member of the adminsitrative
board of the First United Methodist
Church, a choir sotoist.1 'member of the
Murray Rotary Club, and a writer.
The employers were guests of the
chapter members at the banquet last
night. Guy Billington, Murray
Insurance Agency, gave the invocation.
Faye Wells, CPS, president of the
secretaries chapter, welcomed the
members and gueits, and Capt. Ellis
Pennington, Adjutant, MSU Military
Science Department, gave the
response.
Anita Thomas. .C15S, introduced the
speaker, Attorney Richard H. Lewis of
Benton. Lewis is the former chief
executive officer in the. office of Ken-
tucky Governor Julian Carroll, and is
currently president of the Murray State
University 'Alumni Association. Lewis
spoke on the rise of women in the
political and business world.
Mrs: Wells recognized the past
"Bosses of the Year," including the late
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, Buford Hurt, M. C. Garrott,
and Bill Boyd. Betty Baker., past
president of the Murray Chapter, in-
troduced Dr. Prince as the 1977 "Boss
of the Year.
Mrs. Wells also recognized the past
-Secretaries of the Year," including
Neva Grey Allbritten, Delma Trotter,
Patsy Dyer, Betty Baker, and Faye
Wells. Anna Ruth Harris, chairman of
the "Secretary of Die Year" com-
mittee, introduced Mrs Nance is the
new "Secretary of the Year.- Dinner
music was furnished by Jim Wright.
pianist, of Murray Sate University
BOSS AND SECRETARY — Or. Joe N. Prince and Mrs. Annie Nam i• rwre.
named "Boss of the Year." and 'Secretary of the 1 4..fr- al the 4.44.< wive night
dinner of the Murray Chapter inf -the National Secretaries Association In-
ternational.
Stall Photo by f rank•<..onraley
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Your Individual e7,,, 
Horoscope 3\10  Frances prate 
FOR SATURDAY,
What kind ot day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARMS
tMar. 21 to Apr. 20) lir
.One of those days when
mixing business and pleasure
WILL pay off. In fart, you may
make an important - business
contact at a social event.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Someone may be trying to
pull, the wool over your eyes.
Insist on clearing up the
situation. And, when you ask
questions, get answers.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
--A- good day for planning next
week's program. Be especially
astute in mapping out budget
requirements.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 490
Don't reveal all you know.
Violating-a confidence at this -
time - or any time, in fact -
could have serious reper-
cussions. Avoid those who
would try to pry information out
of you.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 J24
Your self-confidence is ad-
mirable, of course, but don't
give thp impression of
arrogance or others will be
resentful. Keep -all emotions
under tight control.
VIRGO VP-
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Expect some obstacles, but
regard them as constructive
challenges. Your intuition is
now honed to razor-like sharp-
ness, so you will know what to
do at the right time.
LIBRA
1Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
-- Your -stars highly propitious.
Especially favored: romance,
travel, creative and cultural
interests; also family matters.
SCORPIO





push anything, or anyone, too
far - or you'll regret it. Study
causes, effects, people them-
selves. Use your canny
judgment.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. za to Dec. 21) )600
Be discriminating. No matter
what the situation, don't judge
on surface appearances only.
Don't completely disregard
first impressions of strangers.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 Vila
Control your imagination
while you also develop its
tremendous potential for fur-
thering your advanCement.
Don't let random ideas lead you
out of bounds.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your outlook not entirely
auspicious. Contention may pop
up in the least expected places.
Exercise restraint, put forward
your very best manner and
good-will to counteract.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
You may be too im-
pressionable now. Avoid
becoming involved in ticklish
situations into which you could
be trapped - and which could
cause trouble later.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great dignity, a
remarkable memory and
unusual powers of intuition. You
are sensitive and imaginative;
have a dry and subtle sense of
humor. If you take up writing or
painting - as many Taureans
do - these latter traits will
probably dominate your work.
You can converse on a wide
range of subjects and this fact,
coupled with your warmth and
understanding, combine to
make you a delightful com-
paniorr On the negative side:
You can be extremely stubborn
at times; also, dogmatic in
expressing opinions. Curb!
Many artists, teachers,
surgeons and entertainers have
rauu 
t6I1ORRA-1-36DRIVE,4   CAeafte Is Open
Every Night'
Open 7:30 Start 8:00










an Invitation to a kiss.
Can't Stand Sound of
Late Wife's Bird
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Crucago Tobune-N S News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: Last year, around this time, my wife and
I would be awakened every morning by a mockingbird who
sat on the wire behind our house singing its heart out.
My wife just loved to hear that bird. She even recorded
'his singing and played it back often. ,
Now my dear wife is dead, and that bird is back, and
every morning when I awake to the sound of that
mockingbird, it brings back memories that just break my
heart.
I love all of God's creatures just as my lovely wife did,
but I must either destroy that bird or I will surely go out of
my mind.
I tried to shoo it away, but it comes-back every morning
Is there another way to get rid of it?
DESPERATE
DEAR DESPERATE: Please don't destroy that bird.
Your wife would have wanted it to bye a full life. Perhaps
some kind of scarecrow will do the trick. If there's another
way, I'm sure my bird lovers will write in and let me know.
DEAR ABBY: In your column, which I read each day
with amusement, you refer quite often to husbands who
are philanderers.
- Did it ever occur to you that these fellows are that way
because they have 'a Frigidaire in the kitchen and a "Frigid
Dear" in the bedroom?
"COULD BE"
DEAR "COULD": -There'ei ea such thing—ii a -Frigid-
Dear"-only clumsy men.
DEAR ABBY: I had a terrible experience yesterday and
I would like your opinion. _
.I was shopping in a department store when a saleslady
offered to help me.
I said, "Thank you, I'm just looking," and then I
proceeded to look at some sale merchandise out on the
counter, and the .saleslady disappeared.
I found several things I wanted, but the salesperson-who
had approached me was nowhere in sight, so since I was in
a hurry, I handed my merchandise to another salesperson_
who was standing near me.
Suddenly No. 1 saleslady appeared, and when she saw
No. 2-writing up my sale, she ran to her, tore my
merchandise out of her hand and said, "She was MY
customer!"
Then No. 2 gave No. 1 a shove, and it soon developed
into, a hair-pulling brawl! Other store personnel came
running, and it took two women and a man to separate
them.
What I want to know is this: Just because that saleslady
offered to help me, did that make me "her" customer?
Nobody really waited on me. I found what I wanted
myself.
'STILL SHOOK
DEAR SHOOK: Her offer of help did NOT make you
"her" customer, and since she was nowhere in sight to
write up the sale, it was your right to ask another
salesperson to do so.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? Fpr a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addreased envelope, please.
1011E1 COMIK AINENTIME-
WE'VE COT THEM ALL!
Sun. -2:30,7:30
Thno Thur. Mon.-Thur. -7:300n1y
Fri.asSat.-7:25,9:25
Hlggesl.grandest.octpoIl-
- f Med pirate movie ever!
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE EJ
ROBERT SHAW JAMES EARL JONES PETER BOYLE GENEVIEVE BIJJOLO
BEAU BRIDGES GEOFFREY HOLDER SWASHBUCKLER
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"That Girl Is A Tramp" (X)
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THERE MUST
FOREVER DE A GUARDIAN
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Now you can seelhe Graduate"
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une ows -Planned Recent Bride Honored
At McCoart Home
Miss Martha Robb Beale
and Ricky Lane Aliller
Mrs. Joe Rob Beale announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of her youngest daughter, Martha
Robb, to Ricky Lane Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Miller of Murray Route Two.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, June 24, at
seven p. m. at the Flint Baptist Church.
Al] friends and relatives are invited to attend the ceremony
as only out of town invitations will be sent.
Mrs. Eulala Outland
Honored On Birthday
Mrs. Eulala Outland was
honored on her 75th birthday
with a surprise open house
--iiven --by- - her- -daughter,
Juanita Lawrence, and son,
Robert Outland, at the home
of the latter at 13135 Lincoln,
Huntington Woods, Mich., on
Sunday, April 17.
The honoree is a former
resident of Murray Route
Three.
Those attending the affair
were as follows: Mrs. Lexie
Kirks, Mrs. Mildred Berry,
Mr:" 'and Mrs. Edmund
Maslonka, Mrs. Dolly Fadell;
Mrs. Jean Nash, Richard
Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. George
Egeland, Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Patton, Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Lawrence, Renee and Jason,
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Lawrence
and Richie, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Lawrence, all of Detroit,
Mich.; Mrs. Peggy Marttila,
Fkrkley, Mich.; Mrs. Beatrice
Richardson, Mrs. Kathy
Cuneaz and Marc, Royal Oak,
-Mich.; Mrs. Lerma Karlstad,
Mrs. Ann Swick, Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Knight, Jeff andJason,
Madison Heights, Mich.; Mrs.
Ethel Morgan, MP! and Mrs.
James Alton, Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Alton and Neil, Mr.
and Mrs. Stevan Alton and
Libby, Rev. and Mrs, Johnny
Liles and Elizabeth, Warren,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Nash
Adelman, Southfield, Mich.;
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Klein,
Lisa and Laura, St. Clair
Shores, Mich.; Mrs. Bibby
McNabb and Miss Vickie
McNabb, Farmington Hills,
Mrs. Robert Paul Warnock
was the guest of honor at a tea,
Sunday afternoon, April 24th,
given in her honor at the home
of Mrs. Joe McCoart, 300
South Fifth Street, Murray.
Hostesses for the occassion
were: Mrs. Kenneth Adams,
Mrs. William Byars, Mrs.
Marge Foster, Mrs. Harvey
Hurd, Mrs. Joe McCoart,
Richard Orr, Mrs. Rob Ray,
and Mrs. Percy Summers.
Before her marriage on
April 15, the bride was Miss
Ftayetta Stallons, daughter of
Mrs. Ann Stations and the late
Marshall Stations.
The dining table was
covered with a white cloth
over pink and centered with a
bouquet of pink blossoms.
Silver candle holders with
lighted pink tapers completed
the arrangement. Spring
flowers were used throughout
the house.
Mrs. Warnock chose to wear
for the party a street length
antique white silk, Her
mother, Mrs. StallOns, greeted
the guests in a street length
Mich.; David Eggen, Hun-
tington Woods, Mich.; Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Lawrence. and
children, Ron, Tammy, Cindy,
and Sherilyn Ferndale, Mich.;
Richard 'Lawrence, Ham-
tramck, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Lawrence, Fraser,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Outland, Jeffrey, Gregory,
Kelly, and Rodger, and the
honored person.
Unable to attend but sending
gifts were aMrs. Lora
Wilkinson, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Orr, Emerson Hall, and
Robert Hall, all of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Jeffers,
Knoxville, Tn., Miss Laura
Lawlor, Grosse Pointe, Mich.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Lockhart, Hazel Park, Mich.
kirkse Goodtimers
-HI Club Ha's Wet
The Kirksey Goodtimers
4-H Club met recently in













The club will meet each
fourth Monday of the
month, according to 'Anna
Erwin, club reporter.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Cary Redden of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
For ordinary dishes, use a
mild paprika. Paprika that is
medium-hot or hot should be
added with care.
turquoise ultra-suede. Mrs.
Marsha Horton, sister oCthe
bride, wore a pale bliie two
piece suit.
Each member in the
receiving line was presented a
corsage of white carnations.
The hostesses presented
Mrs. Warnock with engraved
pewter goblets.
The guests called between











So convenient to Disney Vfortel, He
Kennedy Space Center, Sea *odd,
Circus World, Cypress Gardens,
Stars Hall of Fame. Busch














• Children under 12 free in
same room with parent
For reservation oformation and confirmation send check or
money order for $25.00. Limited number of rooms are now
'avadable so hurry! Cancelled check guarantees your room
•••• en= =====   a • 
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Hideaway/Winter Garden Inns
P.O. Box 1428










country gravy, cole •
slaw, hot rolls and
butter, all for just $2.49
Now that's a feast!"
Jou
RESTAURANTS
Offer good April 25 through June 5 1977.
Mon through Fn alter 4 p m
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Friday, April 29
Work day will be from 9:30
a.m. to three p.m. and fun
night at six p.m. by the Hardin
Senior Citizens.
Exhibits by James Ray
,Humphries. Hopkinsville,
Vickie 1.. Masden, Louisville,
and Rachel Maupin, Camp-
bellsville, will open. at the.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and continue through May 11.
Western Kentucky Hor-
seman's Association hold its
kick-off supper at the National
Guard Armory building,
Paducah, at 7:30 p.m.
Second night of "Stop the
World I Want To Get Off" will
be at eight p.m. in the MSU
University Theatre of the Fine
Arts Center.
Saturday, April 30
Third and final performance
of "Stop The Warld, I Want To
Get Off" will be at the MS




Humane Society will have:a
bake sale and lemonade sale
at the Dixieland Shopping
Center.
"Spring on Parade"-bnuich
and style show will be held by
the Murray State Women's
Society at the Murray




Track Meet will be an all-day
event at Stewart Stadium,
Special Alumni Weekend
events will be held throughout
the day at Murray State
University.
Nature games vv. ill be held
for ages six to twelve at
Center Station, .Land Between
the Lakes from two to three
p.m. . . . _
Boy Scout Troop 77 will have
an old newspaper drive and
persons may call 753-3824 for
their newspapers only to be
picked up.
Gospel singing will be held
at Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene at Kirksey at 7:30
p.m. with Century Singers as
featured singers.
Pack 57 Cub Scouts, Carter
School, will have a kite derby
behind the Murray High
School building at two p.m.
Annual ham and sausage
breakfast will be held by the
Hardin Charge Methodist Men _
ffie-reiter-Hardin United
Methodist Church from five to
ten a.m.
i- --- - Sunday, May 1
1 Murray Music Teachers
i Association will present their
students in a spring recital at
I 2:30 p. m. in the choir room,
second floor of new Fine Arts
Building, Murray State
University. The public is in-
vited.
King and Queen contest will
be held at Fern Terrace Lodge
at two p. m. The public_is
inet3.
Temple Hill United
Methodist Church will have its
annual homecoming.
Joint senior recital by
Cynthia Caputo, Ste.
Genevieve, Mo., piano, and
I Robert Scribner, trumpet, will
4 be at two p. m., followed by
joint recital of Shela Bon-
: durant, Paducah, clarinet,
;. and Daniel Golando,
Jamestown, N. Y., trumpet, at
3:30 p. m., both at Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU. '
THE GOODIE PLACE
Aurora, Ky. - Ph: 474-2256
Going Out of Business
SALE!
All STOCK IN STORE REDUCED 50%! -
(Building sold --- must vacate May 23rd)
SALE BEGINS FRIDAY APRIL 29
ALL SALES FINAL
Hours: 9:30-S:3041011y; 12:30-5:30 Sun.
The shop is-crammed full of bargains
just in tithe for Mother's Day, Spring


































Rosewood Stands A Mote Molders
Additional incentives to store buyers on
entire lot of a line -call for appointment
We can hardly wait to
see your smiling face
Sunday, May I
Chapter M of P.E.O. will
have a potluck luncheon at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Harry
Sparta at one p.m. Huibands
of members will be special
guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Hoffman of Dexter Route One
will be h6nored with a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary from two to four
p. m. at the Trevathan Room
of the Bank of Marshall
County, Benton.
Roger' B. Dixon will-present
a special program at the
Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's
Witnesses, North 16th Street
Extended, at 9:30 a.m.
Kings Sons will be featuraik
at the gospel singing at the




Club will meet at the North
Second Street Community
Center at seven p.m.
Calloway County
Democratic Eirecutirie.
Committee and precinct of-
ficers will meet at the
Calloway County Court House
at seven p.m.
Executive Board -of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 11:30
a. m.
Calloway County Retired
Teachers will ineet at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at nine a.
m. -Call 753-5823 or 753.1472
after five p. m. for reser-
vations.
Regiatration _for_ _Callnway_
County Preschool - Kin-
dergarten will be from nine a.
m. to two p. m. at Board of-
fice. This- will be first come
first serve for enrollment.
Day Crafts group of
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet with Ann
McKeel, 1500 Henry, at 9:30 a.
m.
'Teacher Appreciation Week" was observed "at Carte
r Elementary Stircon1 during the
week of April 8-22. The PTA surprised the teachers
 with red apples, brownies,
doughnuts, red carnations in a bud vase, and a cake
 for each teaeher that was made to
look like a book Mrs. Bobby Witherington, PTA vice-presi
dent, made and decorated
the 22 cakes. She was assisted by Mrs. Ted Howa
rd, who put the red roses on the
cakes. Mrs. John Randolph, treasurer, and Mrs.
 Clayton Garland, secretary, who
assisted in presenting the cakes and flowers. Teachers pictured are (I
 to 4 Barbara
Wilder, kindergarten, lnalu Francis, second grade, Ma
xine Ryan, third grade, Carolyn
Colson, second-grade, and Sandy Cantrell, first gra
de. Mrs. Cantrell has been notified
that she is the recipient of a4100 Scholarship tot
 Teactiers from the National PTA.
more by Mary Ann Carter
I Observations




Wednesday evening is our
loss. He is the age of my
grandson and his association




parties which lasted late- with
little time for rest before the 8
o'clock breakfasts. Irma
where 
with himlivinlegAvratunde sc,_.tichoo_laten_was ,•LaFollette.. First, District.
governor and I were room-
several 
the night with George -
mates. I tried to aid her in hertimes they slept in a
tent in the yard .
betweeil duties but she is so efficient
George's home and mine.
Later in high SMocillie- ciotked
at OWen's Grocery and he
helped me with groceries. I
was impressed by his cour-
tesy, good looks and pleasant
conversation which usually
included his grandmother
Ammons. She and I became
friends a few years ago when 
was elected third vice
we met and shared a room in
pruesb on 
second
idwent. Mur raypiaWceomain theres
Pikeville when we served on a 
a 
federal library survey. She press book contest:
 Madison_ of the r.emintirr of other yPgrs
areemip
skirt, blouse and pants.






LaFol letter, Governor. and me..
.14arine -Carter I)irects Program For
Baptist Women, Elm
Bobbie Burkeen opened
her home for the meeting of
the Elm Grove Baptist
Church Women held
Tuesday, April 12, at 1:30
p.m. with-eleven members
present and Lavine Carter
as program chairman.
Assisting Mrs. Carter in
the program were Ten-
nessee Outland, Jimmie
Lee Carmichael, and Letha
Cossey. June Crider gave
the call to prayer and read
the scripture from romans
5:1-11.
Presiding at the meeting
was Bobbie Burkeen,
president, with the minutes
being read by Juanita Lee,
and the financial report by
- HALE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Hale of
Dexter Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Kelly
Ann, weighing six pounds
seven -ounces, measuring
nineteen inches, born on
Sunday, April 24, at 2:59 p. m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed by
the Jones-Teer Construction
Company at Smithland. The
mother is on leave from
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Hale of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Jones of
Dexter Route One. Great
grandmothers are Mrs. Ethel
Martin of Murray and Mrs.
Edith Jones of Dexter.
• LOGAN ROY
Bank of Murray gave me a Mr. and 
Mrs. Billy
that there was little to. do to  of the  trectoes roma WW1  _ _TernL I _Lagaa-of Route- --#
inicept hetp-l*F-d-riv-e going the -1- iteheas
and. returning. But she 
yes two, and Two, Troy, Tn., are t
he
developed laryngitis and lost 
dining room Wednesday, the parents of a bab
y boy, Lee
her voice; therefore I read her 
second -day of the official Daniel, we
ighing ten, • 
opening of the bank since its pounds, born 
on Monday,
report in the governor's 
program. 
remodeling. He had shown me April 25, at 
the Obion
Mrs. Beverly Beaffield, 
the other parts of the bank County General
 Hospital.
li




The white carpet especially and the moth
er, the former
pleased my eyes. A sense of Winnifred Fit
ts, is on leave
nostalgia caught me because
Grove Church
Letha Cossey. The group
voted to buy one mattress
for the Jonathan Creek
Camp, and planned to
serve lunch for the Baptist
Student Uniog on May 3.
Eleven women met
recently in the home of
Nerene Thomas and
quilted a quilt. Three more
will be quilted to have when





The May meeting will be
held in the home of .Jimmie
lee Carmichael.
from teaching atthe Union
-City High School. 'they
have one daughter, Jen-
nifer Lyn, age ra.
Grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Billy I.ogan,
Union City, Tn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Edward E. Fitts,
Route One, Puryear, Tn.
YOUR
PHOTO
Joe Dick, president of the
Robergort School musical 4ilie4ther-gr
t"idmether's; wag- first' and- rtnnir
iThrt third. _when George__ wai_ 
here_
program with all students in
Grades 1-4 taking part will be
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
seven p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. m. at First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon and
Mrs. Purdom Outland at
seven p. m. and Kathleen
Jones with Miss Hazel Tarry
at 7:15 p. m.,
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m.tothreepme
Recital by John Houston,
piano, Paducah, will be at 8:15
p. m. in the Recital Hall Annex





proclaimed the week of May 1
- 7 Kentucky Homemakers
Week and;
WHEREAS, Calloway
County has an active
homemakers 'organization
with approximately three
hundred (300) members and;
WHEREAS, the
Homemakers by their a6-7
tivities contribute to a better




Calloway County attempt to
educate homemakers and to
live more meaningful lives
and involve themselves in
Civic affairs for the bet-
terment of the County;
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Robert 0. Miller, Judge of
Calloway County, do hereby




RESOLVED that a copy of
this Proclamation be mailed
to the Calloway County
Homemakers Club and
distributed to the news media.
DONE at Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, this the
27th day of April, 1977.
Robert 0. Miller, Judge
Calloway County, Ken-
tucky
much of his little boy years
while Dr. Ammons was in
medical school, and Mrs
Ammons was employed.
Attended the state con-
vention of Women's Clubs in
Louisville last week, staying
in the Executive Inn West.
That is one convention that I
had nothing assigned to me -
just went to see if they did
things as well as in past years
when I was on the state board
as. news editor for the. club
magazine. It is impressive to
see club women operate -
efficiently, parliamentary by




The home of Mrs. John
Livesay was the scene of
the meeting of the New
Concord Homemakers
Club held on Wednesday,




the subject of the lesson
presented by Mrs. Effie
Edwards who said a
physically fit person will
have a stronger and more
efficient heart. She said it
even effects the mental
alertness, and should be a
daily routine by each.--
person selecting a time
most convenient for
exercising.
The devotion was given
by Mrs. Ed Davis, and the
23rd Psalm was repeated in
unison. Members answered
the roll call by the
secretary,. Mrs.. Edwards,
by naming flowers they
plan to plant this spring.
Lessons were selected
for the coming year, land-
sche notes were read by
Mrs. Ed Davis, and the
recreation was led by Mrs.
Rainey Lovins. —
The hostess was assisted
by Mrs. Stubblefield in
serving the punch and
refrestubents buffet style
to the twelve members
present.
The next meeting will be
in the home of Mrs. Darrell
Mitchell on Wednesday.
May 11, at one p.m.
1Telga -Keller of our club,proud ot Scat Whom she kept
Compiled the book, The only
difference I could find in the
winner and Helga's work was
the use of newspaper pictures
which mainly told the club
story. Judges were from the
Courier-Journal and
Louisville Times, I was told by
the contest chairman.,
Mrs. Elwood Gordon,
Benton, won the sewing event.
A contest was held in the nine
districts and the winners
modeled their costume at the
convention. Our First District
winner modeled a four-pieci
jonquil yellow outfit - coat,
Portraits on the wall included
Warren Swann and George,
past presidents, and Treman
Beale, who served as chair-
man of the board many years.
But the prettiest and most
improved area of the new
bank - is guess what? ...The
ladies' lounge on the second
floor. Find an excuse to visit
it.
In last week's Column I used
the term "scrap bucket" to
scrape the left overs from
summer. The story used
"crap" bucket. What is a crap
bucket?
Per Pose In Living
Color
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*Neat Pump and Air Conditioning
Specialists
*Modern Sheet Metal Shop













Services For The Week
Tues., May 3—Fri., May 6 7:30 a.m.
Mon., May 2-Sat., May 7 7:30 p.m.
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Editorial Comment . .
•A Newspaper Is
. . . . TV Isn't
Just recently an article about
:elevasioh-,,as compared to a
newspaper appeared in a
Missouri newspaper
Gasonadt, County
Republican). It has some
sobering comments' and is
xorth reviewing, so we're
giving you that chance now.,
A newspaper, according to a
national study on voters'
choices in the 1976 presidential
election, exerts more influence
on what people think is im-
portant, but television is better
at arousing interest.
While this 'report by a
University of Indiana
researcher may soothe the egos
of those of us • in the printed
media — a high-brow-term for
newspapers — it does little to
assuage the newspaper versus-
television debate that, like
religion and politics, is
unarguably without resolve.
The topic, for the moment,
prompts these observations as
▪ to what a newspaper is that
television is not...comments not
likely to forri. the basis for a
college thesis or university
research project.
To begin' with, newspapers
happen every day and are
combinations of paper, ink,
sweat and some tears too.
A newspaper is the stuff with
which .mothers line kitchen
cabinets and clothes cabinets
and pantry shelves.
They make fine stoppers for
kerosene cans and linings for
the wastebasket or garbage
can.
A newspaper is that in Whieti
the businessman wraps his
• money bag at day's end; it is an
excellent wrapper for dirty
diapers too.
A newspaper is a pattern for
mother's dress and double as
padding for sister's 'figure; it is
"home plate" for the puppy and
a paddle when he misses it.
Newspapers in days past,
lined backhouse walls, patched
the hole in your shoe, helped fan
your sweaty face and doubled
as a pirate hat for junior or a
starter for a fireplace.
A newspaper has more
serious uses.
It is that indelible record of a
person's life: it heralds his
arrival, notes his graduation
from grade school and high
school, marks his marriage,
proclaims his offspring, takes
notice of his contributions —
both good and bad — to the
community and finally, when
that one Great Scorer came to
write against his name, it
headlines under the obituary
column his going away.
A newspaper can be good or
bad; it can help or hinder, be
truthful or deceitful; it can lead
or it can follow; it can bellow or
it can whimper.
A newspaper tells you when
to vote, when you have jury
duty or when you are being
sued;'4 might attempt to tell
you how to vote or what to do,
but that is -your .own business.
A newspaPkreminds you of
your debt to the community, or
public responsibility, or
Monday night's bowling, or
Tuesday night's Ladies Aid,
and of Friday night's basket-
ball game.
A newspaper encourages you
to take an interest in civic af-
fairs, to go to church on Sun-
day. It asks only that it be read.
A newspaper is that which is
proofread by the banker for
mistakes; compared by the
butcher for prices; picked
througb by the town  gossip for
court news; and scanned by the
man in the tavern for
something to argue about.
A newspaper is-a calendar of
events, a recorder of deeds —
both good deeds and bad ones, a
salesman, a buyer, a letter
from home, proof of. legal
happenings and a permanent
community record.
A newspaper is pictures,
words, paragraphs, opinions
and facts.
A newspaper can make you
mactur happy', it can heighterr
your optimism; it can provoke
you to action or solidify your
indolence and indifference.
A newspaper is news ... both
good and bad; it tells who,
what, where, why and
(sometimes) how.
A newspaper is that which is
read by people; and after the
advertisements, coupons and
scrapbook clippings have been
removed, it is discarded ...
although sometimes mothers
and children and daddies and
others find serviceable uses for
it.
When you consider all this,
television is not even in the
running. There is no com-
parison, no argument. Only
newspapers are so many dif-
ferent things to so many dif-
ferent people.
All of that — for only 15 cents.
Eat your heart out, Walter
Cronkite!
10 Years Ago .20 Years Ago
Leon P. Miller and Mary Margaret
-Prewitt, local educators, were
presented with Kentucky • Colonel
commissions by State Rep. Charles
Lassiter for their combined total of 43
years of service to the community.
Murray Attorney Manning Stewart
was presented with a Senior Counsellor
Award of Merit at a meeting of the
Kentucky State Bar Association in
Mr. and Mrs. Drane Shelley an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Betty Joyce, to Johnny Wayne Hern-
don, son of Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Herndon.
All of Western Kentucky is on
daylight saving time except Trigg and
Livingston Counties, both of whom are
undecided at this time," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Miss Nancy Louise Cowin and
Sammy Steve Knight were married
April 21 at the First Methodist Church.
The home and contents of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Nesbitt of near Mason's
Chapel Methodist Church, were
destroyed by fire on the night of April
27.
Ed Fenton, Murray Jaycee, has been
elected as one of the vice-presidents of
the Kentucky Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
ggaths reported include John D.
Graham, age 75.
Sgt. Donald W. Myers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. W. Myers, is operation
sergeant in headquarters of the 71st
Ordnance Group in Germany.
Births reported include a girl, Betty
Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis J. Andrusan
April 21.
Galen Thurman, Jr., spoke on
"Points To Consider in Buying Fur-
niture" for the home economics classes
at Alino High School on April 22.
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
'prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped; self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I received a pension
from the Veterans Administration and
Social Security benefits. My wife, three
children and my mother-in-law are all
living in my home and I am responsible
for all of their support. Am I permitted
to include my mother-in-law's reim-
bursed medical expenses in my family
medical expenses? R. T.
ANSWER: Yes. All unreimbursed
medical expenses that. exceed 5 per
cent of your gross reported income will
be deducted from your yearly net in-
come (in your case 90 per cent of your
Social Security) and your pension will
be based on your new netincome.
• HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and
would enjoy doing some sort of exer
cising. Where do I start?
ANSWER: There is no doubt that a
vital key to retirement is to keep active
physically. The age-old image of a
retired person whiling away time in a
rocking chair is one that should be
laughed at and discarded. Don't throw
your rocking chair away, just don't
move into it permanently.
Before starting an exercise program,
though, see your doctor to find out if
your exercising should be limited in any
way, and if so, how much. Some types
of exercise you might try are dancing,
archery, ice skating, bowling, ping
pong, walking and badminton.
For a free list of 31 types of exercise,
send a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: "Heartline Exertise," 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old and!
am on Medicare. I recently purchased a
nursing home policy that offers pretty
good protection. But, there is a clause
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on on righted outlines produced t.is the Committee on.
the Urtiforni Seeie's and used to permission
TESTS OF FAITH
James 1:1-15
James, the half brother of the Lord
Jesus, addressed this epistle to his
fellow countrymen and fellow
Christians who were " scattered in
various parts of the world outside of
Palestine. He styled himself "a servant
of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ,"
indicating that he worshipped and
served Christ as his Lord. Sorely af-
flicted by poverty and greatly
distressed because of the opposition
and oppression which followed their
dispersion, these believers were in
great need of instruction and en-
couragement, so James reminded them
that God's care of His children is
constant and never-failing. These
dispersed people were the -brethren"
of James both by nature or according to
the flesh and by grace or in Christ. It
was to their brotherhood in Christ that
James referred primarily.
Very likely James startled his
readers when he bade them to rejoice
because they were hedged in by various
trials. He sought to encourage them by
:pointing out that satanic onslaught is a
sure sign of spiritual activity. He taught
th&instead of trying to shun them,
Christians are to meet their trials
joyfully because of their beneficial
results.
Trials discipline a child of God and
aid him greatly In the development of
his Christian character. Misfortunes
and adversities test the,realitV and the
strength of the Christiants, faith. The
endurance of trials often results in the
full surrender of the believer to the
perfect will of God. Anything :that
brings one nearer to-God, or that ark
him in the development of the grace of
patience, is certainly a blessing.
Surely each of us is painfully aware of
his lack and need of wisdom. We need to
be reminded that there is a-difference
between knowledge and wisdom. One
may have an abundance of what is
called knowledge and yet be sadly
deficient in wisdom. When we lack,
need, and desire wisdom, we should
always remember that God is the
source of wisdom, and that-the-means
by which we obtain it from Him is
through asking Him for it in genuine
faith.' We must never doubt God's
ability or willingness to give us wisdom.
He has an unlimited supp:y of wisdom-,
and He is very desirous of imparting it
to His children. The needed supply is
made available to us when it is desired,
requested, and expected. .
Both the poor and the rich are sharers
in affliction. Frequently the poor, or
those who are shunned by society, think
the rich are free from all trials, but
such is not the case. Those who are rich
are brought face to face with the fact.
that eartly possessions mean nothing so
far as eternal salvation is concerned.
Wealth has a tendency to make men
self-sufficient, but we must never
forget that "our sufficiency is of God."
Christianity has a great leveling effect.
It causes the poor and humble to rejoice
in that they are exalted, and it causes
the rich and proud brethren to forsake
theix.self-trust and to rejoice that they
are brought low.
Non-Christians do„not know anything
aboui The peace, love, and joy which
thrill the ..heart,v , of the faithful
Christians whom the Lord enables to
rejoice when they encounter trials or
are in the midst of them, knowing fall
well that they help to strengthen them.
-The crown of life" awaits the
Christians who endure trials for
Christ's sake.
A danger that sometimes arises out of
trials is the tendency to accuse God of
temlking one to sin. By temptation is
meant the solicitation to sin. Let it be
understood once for all that temp-
tations do not come from God. He -has
never enticed anybody to sin.
Satan is the one who tempts us to sin.
One of his most effective allies is sinful
human nature. Many temptations
spring from our human desires. Satan
brings numerous allurements before
our eyes and tries to entice us to sin, but
that is all that he can do. Satan cannot
comple V to sin. He frequently sends
trials and troubles upon people who are
loyal to Christ. This solicitation to do
wrong often stumulates the desire, but
the responsibility of doing that which is
evil most assuredly rests upon the
individual who yields and sins against
God, others, and himself. One should
never attempt to lay the blame for his
sint oil Satan, on others, or on God, but
he should, place it where it actually
belongs, and that is on self. Each must
render an account for his own deeds,
whether they be *nod or evil. Each is
free to choose the evil or the good, and it
is the choice of the former that con-
stitates-sin,- We rejoice in the assurance
—That victory over temptati6n and sin is
ours through the appropriation of what
God provides for us through Christ.
Bible Thought
n Though the Lord be high, yet hath
he respect unto the lowly. Psalm
138:6.
God knows about the real you
and He cares for you. Talk to God
tod‘o. He is waiting to hear from
you.
EARTliN(
which says the policy will only pay
when Medicare pays. What does this
mean? H. R.
ANSWER: Unfortunately, it means
just what it says. meclicare-only covers
a small percentage of its participants
who Jo into a nursing home or extended
care...facility. Also, those who receive
Medicare coverage in a nursing home
rarely receive the full: 100 days of
coverage 4,vhich is implied in all
governmental literature.
If you go into a nursing home and do
not qualify for any coverlige under
Medicare, this policy will not give you
an?Protection. If you want a nursing
home policy, get one which covers you
whether Medicare covers you or not.
Heartline has developed a booklet
called "Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance" which is unconditionally
guaranteed. There is a policy check list
in it that will be of great value to you in
checking your current policies or
policies that you may buy in the future.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance" P. 0. Box
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Today was the last day on the job for
Mrs. Mildred Nance, cashier at the
Murray Water & Sewer System. Mrs.
Nance is retiring after 35 years of
service to the system.
We hope her retirement brings her
much happiness and relaxation.
0+0
Red O'Donnell had an interesting
piece in his —Round The Clock"
column in The Nashville Banner the
other day. He attributed it to "The
Hillsboro Rambler" but it sounds more
like a George Carlin routine to us.
O'Donnell wrote:
"Life is so short. I don't suppose I'll
live long enough to see anyone actually
hit the sack, buirrthn.hatchet, have a
cat fit or fight his way out of a paper
bag?
"And it's too late now for me to hope
to see someone talk sombody's leg off,
lend somebody a hand, give an arm or
leg to someone, bite his own nose, turn
green with envy, or talk a blue streak!
"Neither do I expect to see anyone fly
to pieces, come apart at the seams, lose
his head, flip his lid, lie in his teeth or
eat his way into the grave.
"And why is it I've never seen anyone
-laugh 'his head off, cry his heart out, pat
himself on the back, put bath feet in his
mouth, go up in smoke or turn purple?
"And has anyone ever really gone to
hell and back? Died: laughing? Shot off
his mouth? Picked himself up? Put his
own head in a noose? Cried genuine
crocodile tears?
"And tell me, is it true that someone
can cook up at, storm? Swallow his
pride? Make an ass of himself? Carry
the world on his shoulders?
"If so, I've neOer seen it.
"Life is filled with so many little
disappointments.
"Excuse me, I think I'll make my
own bed and lie in it."
0+0
Most postal studies in recent years
have suffered from single-mindedness
and a lack of imagination. The Com-
mission on Postal Service report which
went to Congress recently is no ex-
ception.
The commission's conclusions are
familiar. It recommended that the
Postal Service should avoid further
deficits by eliminating Saturday mail
deliveries, reducing overnight sorting
operations and moving more rapidly
into new electronic technology.
Just a year ago the Ford ad-
ministration was proposing roughly the
same thing. The goal behind both
proposals is to save money so &it the
Postal Service can break even.
Unless something is done, this latest
report said, first-class mail will cost 28
cents an ounce by 1985.
It's true that a 28-cent stamp to mail a
letter would inhibit some potential
postal patrons. It's also true that even
that price isn't much higher than an
extension of the present inflationary
rate. And not the least of the reasons
that the post office is in its present
financial bind is that its previous.
organizational retrenchments have
driven away customers and en-
couraged private delivery
organizations.
Acknowledging that the Posal Ser-
vice has been studied to death already,
we would nevertheless suggest two
more analyses to the House sub-
committee on postal service, which is
holding hearings on the subject as of
April 28.
First, Congress should reexamine its
mandate that the Postal Service has to
break even financially.
Second, if the Carter administration
delved into postal problems with the
same intensity that it waded into
energy, strategic arms discussions and
fiscal matters, some innovative ideas
might emerge. So far as the Postal
Service is concerned, one new idea
would be worth 10,000 words from any
blue-ribbon commission.
Speaking of the. Postal Service, we
hope K.J. Gustayson of La Grange, Ga.,
hasn't had his electricity-cut off yet. It
may seem like a La Grange, Ga.,
resident's electric service and the
, Postal Service don't have a thing to do
with each other, but they do.
You see, in this morning's mail, we
received a government publication
from the HEW office in Atlanta. It was
one of those 842 by 11 inch mimed pieces
that is folded in half and stapled.
Apparently./ Mr. Gustayson's bill and
check, addressed to the Troup County
Electric Member Corp., somehow got
inside the HEW mailing, and made the
circuit from Atlanta to Murray, ending
up on our desk.
Anyway, we sent the letter back to
the Post Office todai. We hope it gets
back to La Grange in time to appease
the electric company down there.
We can picture Mr. Gustayson now as
he assures the company he mailed the
check and the man cutting-6ff the power
keeps thinking to himself how many
times he's heard that story before.
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane
Pictured above is a -male beagle
puppy that is apparently lost from his
home. He followed a lady home from
the Northside IGA and is now being
taken care of by the Humane Society.
The pup is about ten weeks old and is
black and white. If this puppy belongs
to anyone, please call 753-0804.
Summer is just around the corner.
This is the season where people will get
away from home more - shopping,
visiting, traveling - to enjoy the
beautiful weather and sunshine.
Unfortunately, many people like to take
their pets with them and all too often
tragedy can strike when the pets are
left insMe cars when no other place is
available.
A dog or cat cam sustain brain
Society Of Calloway County
damage at 115 degrees if left in a car for
a short time. Why worry? The hottest
days in this area rarely reach 100
degrees. But it does not have to be 100
degrees and the car does not have to be
airtight to kill your pet or cause him
intense suffering! An outside tem-
perature of only 85 degrees can tran-
sform an auto ( even with the windows
()pep a crack) into a death trap with
furnace-like temperatures well over 100
degrees.
Animals trapped in cars while their
owners -run into the store for just a
rrtinute" suffer torments, thrashing and
struggling for aid, smashing their
'mouths and teeth on the glass in vain
attempts to get out.
Only 85 degrees can mean heat
stroke, torture, and death for - your
beloved pet. Do him a favor - leave him
at home during the summer months
and tell your friends to do the same.
If you would like to si!'imit comments
about the articles presented in this
column. or have ideas for future ar-
ticles, please write to the Humane
Society of Calloway County, P. 0. Box





Q: Ms JJ. wants to know if
early morning and late after-
noon sunlight can harm the
skin. If so, what can be done to
protect it?
A: Sunlight regardless of the
hour of the day, can be harmful
tci the skin -- (specially in light-
complected persons -- because
of ultraviolet light rays.
Recent studies by der-
matologist Isaac Willis, M.D., at
the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Atlanta, Ga.,
showed that sunlight thought
less intense in the early and
late hours-of the day, can be
harmful to the skin. The
By F.J.L. 'Blasingame, M.D
damage is brought about by
the long ultraviolet light rays.
These make the skin more
susceptible to damaging effects
from the more severe shots
ultraviolet rays which are con-
centrated in sunlight from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. when the sun is
more directly overhead.
The acute effects amount to
various degrees of sunburn --
from rednem to blistering. The
chronic effects are more
serious and result in collagen
fiber kis, bringing on thinning
(atrophy) and premature
aging. The* changes are cilm-
mulative and appear years '
after excessive exposure to
Rinlig)it. Other serious chronic
zhanges from it are thickened
areas (teratoses) and skin can-
cem
Skin cancers are the most
common form of malignant
disease, and excessive sunlight
- is the most common cause of
skin cancers. Persons who'
regularly work outside are fre-
quently the victims of skin,can-
cers Fortunately, most ofthese
cancers respond to appropriate
treatment.
Some mild protection from
skin damage can come from
F.J.L Blasingame,
covering the head with a hat
and covering the remainder of
the body with clothing to •
reduce the exposure to
ultraviolet light. Such precau-
tions are particularly indicated
in persons who work work out-
side in the sunlight. Lotions or
greases that absorb some of the
ultraviolet light should be rub-
bed on the Skin before exposure
to the sun.
Prevention is by far the best
treatment. Gradually, perhaps
too slowly, people are begin-
ning to realize that a suntan is
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Don't Plan On Going
To Derby, No Tickets
By BILL HENDRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP —
Bob Gorham of Churchill
Downs doesn't think
tomparisons should be made
of Seattle Slew, the unbeaten
favorite for the Kentucky
Derby, and Secretariat, the
supercolt-turned - superstud
who won racing's triple crown
in 1973.
"Every horse, like every
persori,"-iS different," said
Gorham, vice president anet
resident manager at Churchill
Downs. "I don't think you can
really compare the two
.phisicially or in tem-
perament.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscrer, who hwy. 
., •
received their lewn•-nnivered
copy of The blerroy ledger .
Times by 5:30 p. m. Meanly-
Friary or by 3.30 p. s. on Seer-
okays ore .red to cull 7531916
botvrerre 5:30 p. end hi p. m.,
lAsaday-frekry, or 3)30 p. m.
end fp. m. Saturdays, to some
delivery el the newspaper. Cols
most he paned by lip. is. emh-.
days or 4 p. on. Surterderys to
gusrmitee delivery.
But he con-c—eded that Seattle
Slew, like Secretariat, "is a
beautiful animal and loves to
rim."
Seattle Slew arrived at
Churchill Downs Wednesday
and was greeted by newsmen,
photographers, and others
who wanted to catch a glimpse
of the already-famous colt.
Gorham says he didn't even
get a chance to say "hello" to
the colt but he planned to
change that as soon as he
could.
.Tin going to visit him if I
can get away from my desk,"
he said.
Millions will see Seattle
Slew on tylevision if he runs in
the May i Kentucky Derby as
expected. But if you're one of
the thousands who hope to see
the race- in person, you're out
of luck unless you're a patron
of Churchill Downs.
If you're not willing to pay
scalpers' prices, the only seats
available will be for the infield
— the area inside the track —
or the grounds, where you'll
be able to see the race on
television monitors, Gorham
said.
And even if you're willing to
pa Y scalpers' pricestickets
for the race are hard La come
by Louisville's newspapers
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'submitted by persons seeking
good Derby tickets.
"We've got 42,000 seats, and
all are assigned to patrons of
Churchill Downs," he said,
"On the 31st of January each
year we mail them a bill, and
they have until the 28th of
February to mail money in. If
they mail money in we are
sold out. If they do not, we
cancel their tickets,. and
reassign them to 7,000 people
asking for tickets."
There are seldom can-
cellations, jioweyer, and
patrons pass down their seats
generation to generation. The
infield usually is packed with
spectators, some of whom are
lucky enough. to get to a
restraining fence to see the
race. Thousands aren't so
lucky.
At the 100th Derby, 98,000
persons paid $10 for infield
tickets. Usually, the number is
around 60,000, and about 15,000
pay 815 US watch the television
monitors on the grounds.
Last year, the race was
marred when someone
threw.. a smoke bora, onto
the track just after it began.
Antibusing demonstrations
had been threatened, but none
materialized. None have been






Team . W L
Fearless Foursome 79 33
Born Lasers 63 49
Misfits 51 54
Untouchables 36'. 5541
Horny Toads 52,7 594:
Fisnky Monkies 51 61
Seldoms 41 64
Truckers 40 71
High Team Game (SC)
Untouchables 650
Fearlem Foursome 645
Funky Morales ' 643
High Team Game (HC)
Funky Monbiee   641
Untouchables 809
Misfits  906
















Rhonda Smith  181
High kid. Game ( NC)
Men
Daryl Lindsey . 233














Aligh Ind. Senea ( NC1
Men
Daryl Lindsey  615
Tom Mathias . 597
Dale Phillips 595
Women
Kathy Zea  646




Toby Aller  173
Virgil Settler  169
Tom Mathias  165
Lloyd Todd  164
Kenneth Perry  151





Linda Drake .  153
Nancy Todd 150




defeated the United States 9-0
and remained.unbeaten in five
games in the World Ice
Hockey Championships.
'For The Moment' Gets
Blue Grass Stakes Win
By ED SCHUYLER, JR.
AP Sports Writer
— LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Derby is eight
days away and For The
Moment has a winning
outlook.. thanks to blinker's.
"The blinkers made him
much more aggressive," said
jockey Angel Cordero Jr. after
riding For The Moment to
victory Thursday in the
$119,350 Blue Grass Stakes at
Keeneland. "He never did
relax—he was aggressive
most of the way with blinkers
on.
For The Mdment, owned by
Gerald Robins, had won his
1977 debut after an impressive'
2-year-old campaign and
finished second in a division of
the Florida Derby and in the
Santa Anita Derby before
finishing a disappointing
seventh in the Hollywood
Derby April 17.
The colt, a full-brother to
-4976 Derby runnerup Honest
Pleasure, apparently was
being distracted while run-
ning. So trainer LeRoy Jolley
You Buy the Chicken,
The Fixin's are Free!
MAK e YOUR OWNmeAL!
Saturdays and Sundays Only
Two Free Fixin's with a Bucket!
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Offer Expires May 1, 1977
602 S. 6th Street
Mayfield
put blinkers on him for a
workout earlier this week. He
worked well and the blinkers
stayed on for the Blue Grass
which earned him a trip to the
May 7 Derby in Louisville. •
Mrs. Robert E. Lehmann,
owner --of Run Dusty Run,
second in the Blue Grass by
134-lengths, and Mrs. Leh-
mann's son, Robert, whose
Bob's Dusty finished filth also
are expected to go to the
Derby as is third-place
Western Wind, owned by
Joseph Roebling.
The Derby status was un-
certain for the other se,, en
Blue Grass starters, including
the Jean-Louis Levesque
entry of Giboulee and Fort
Preevel. That entry went off
as the second favorite to the
team of Run Dusty run and
Bob's Dusty, but Giboulee
finished ninth and Fort
Preevel finished last.
"I didn't know if we'd be on
the lead early; I thought we'd
be close to the pace," said
Cordero. "I don't think he
liked the track at Hollywood
Park last time he ran—it was
too hard and I think it stung
him. I rode him out today
because I didn't want to make
any mistakes where the finish
line was."
Keeneland has two different
finish lines depending on the
distance of the race. For The
Moment carried his 121
pounds over the Blue Grass
distance of 1%-miles on a
sloppy track in 1:50 1-5 and
then galloped out the Derby
distance of 14 miles in 2.044-
5. Western Wind galloped out
1 miles in 2:05 1-5.
' Western Wind finished 1' 2
lengths behind Run Dusty Run
and four lengthsin front of Get
The Axe who was follovi ed
Bob's Dusty, Cathy's Reject.
John Washington, Ruthie-,
Native, Giboulee, Kocliack ard
Fort Preevel.
For The Moment paid a
winning mutuel of $12 and
earned $77,577. His career
record now stands at five
victories and five seconds in 11
races and earnings of $303,635
The focus on racing now
switches to Churchill Downs.
site Of the Derby. The final two
preps for the famous rac0-will
be the one-mile Stepping Stone
Purse Saturday and the
seven furlong Derby Trial
Stakes Tuesday.
TENNIS
MUNICH, West Germany —
Niki Pilic of Yugoslavia
advanced to the semifinals
defeating Hans Kary 7-5, 6-2 in
the $75,000 Bavarian Grand
Prix Tennis Tournament.
•
jedi...rin.,,alost Ad • * • «Varier 74001,
NOW...For Two Days only...you'll see
aisles of bargains...hundreds of buys...
tremendous saving.wherever you turn...






24-x42 towels of soft terry
Looped on both sides for extra







Choice of 2 vegs . hot
rolls, butter Si coffee
or ice tea
Not just a T F arrah Fawcett
T-shirt Traditional styling cdecept for
Farrah's picture 100'0 cotton
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Cooks meals slowly to retain the
natural paces 5-quart capacity
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Chops grates, blends shreds
Pulverizes and iulienness Meats
vegetable nuts. cheeses fish and
much More And it does it
instantaneously
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FINAL PREPARATIONS - MSU track coach Bill Cornell (right) and track team member Steve
Chrisafulli make plans and go over the final paperwork for the second ennwal MSU Invitational
Track Meet which will be held in Stewart Stadium Saturday. Assistant coach Lenny Dunham was
not present for the picture because he was outside working on the pole vault pit.









Shades of the Montreal
Olympics. Choreograph of the
Davis Cup and Federation Cup
walkouts. Play it again, Sam.
The politicians are still poking
their grubby fingers into in-
ternational sports, making




Pony League tryouts, which
were rained out last weekend,
will be held this weekend.
The tryouts will be held on
Saturday from 9 a. m. until
noon and on Sunday from 1 p.
m. to 3 p. m.
All 13 and 14-year-old boys
and girls are invited to attend
the tryouts.
Players should bring along

























Authorized Huth Bender Center
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
bids for national aggran-
dizement.
Two weeks ago U.S. Captain
Tony Trabert was swinging a
tennis racket to ward off
demonstrators who swarmed
Over the courts at Newport
Beach, Calif., in protest of a
Davis Cup match against
South Africa.
A target of the militants was
a frail, Mild-mannered man in
a white cap, Frew McMillan,
who probably never made a
political speech in his life. It
recalled the time in 1969 when
South Africa's Gary Player,
bidding for the PGA Golf
Championship in Dayton,
Ohio, had a cup of ice flung in
his face by an apartheid
protester as he walked from
the ninth green to the 10th tee.
Gary gritted his teeth 'end
played on.
In the latest high-level
political gesture, the Soviets
have announced that their
touring team, including Alex
Metreveli and Olga Morcrzova,
both former Wimbledon
finalists, would be called




.The reason: The presence at
,Wimbledon of players from
South Africa, a country run by
a white majority practicing
separation of the races.
" This is a social and a
political issue. It is a practice
that canndt be condoned.
Human rights must be
defended at every pass.
Playoffs At
A Glance






Boston 2, Philadelphia 1, Bos-
ton leads series 3-0. •
New York 5, Montreal 3,
Montreal leads series 2-1.
Skturday's Game









Quebec 6, Indianapolis 5, OT,
Quebec leads series 3-0.
















Golden State at Los Angeles,
series tied 2-2.
Sunday's Games
Boston at Philadelphia, after-
noon, if necessary
Houston at Washington, after-
noon
Portland at Denver, after-
noon, Portland leads series 3-1.
14is Angeles at Golden State,
afternoon
•
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
But the playing fields should
not be turned into battlefields,
particularly when they are
used more for the expansion of




will debate this, arguing that
sports cannot be segregated
from everyday existence. But,
in doing -so, they must find
some logical answer to the
accepted fact that sports have
mellowed more bitter en-





The Soviet Union was a
mysterious, walled-in giant
until it entered the Olympic
Games at Helsinki in 1952. Its
eight-oar crew broke the ice
by inviting the American crew
to a Russian luncheon. Gifts
wereexchanged, laughter and
camaraderie. The ITS.-Soviet
track and field _series was
inaugurated. Detente was
born.
It took a rain of Ping Pong
balls to tear down the bamboo
curtain between the Western
World and Mainland China's
phlegmatic nine millions.
Nearly two decades of ten-
sions between Cuba and Uncle
Sam were eased by Fidel
Castro's invitation to an
American baseball team, and
Havana's door was opened to
some basketball kith. from
South Dakota.
in the, World Cup Golf
Tournament, a Protestant
from Belfast and a Catholic
from Dublin play side-by-side
as a team while their coun-
trymen swap rocks and bullets
back home.
We in America are not
above reproach. We have
countenanced slavery and
bigotry, sullied our ethics in
Vietnam and lain down with
bloody dictators.
We can't blame the athletes.
They have been busy closing-
the wounds.
Laver Upset
LAS VEGAS, Nev. -
Australian Colin Dibley
defeated countryman Rod
Layer 6-4, 3-6, 6-2 to enter the
quarter-finals of the $250,000




for the Junior Softball League
has been scheduled for next
Thursday.
The meeting will be held at 7
p.m. in the Murray City Hall.
All interested parents and






has announced that its
deadline for entering teams
into the league is May 15.
Teams wishing to enter may
do so by contacting the
Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation
Department at 753-7640 on or
before May 15.
Entry fee for the league is 25
dollars per team.
Invitational Be Held Saturday
11,
Agee Could Dominate
Track And Field Events
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Murray High basketball
fans remember Alfred Agee.
He's the speedy little guard
that directed Louisville Valley
to their 82-61 win over the
Tigers in the quarterfinal
round of the State Tournament
last month.
People in Murray will be
hearing a lot, more about
Alfred Agee after Saturday, if
things go as expected in the
second annual Murray State
Invitation] Track Meet.
Mr. Agee may be adding
some hardware to his personal
collection. A trophy is given to
the outstanding field events
performer - and a trophy is
given to the outstanding track
events performer. Agee could
win both.
-- Agee has run a 9.6 in the
100-yard dash already this
season. And in the 220-yard
dash, he's the heavy favorite,
having recorded a blistering
21.8 earlier this season.
- In the triple jump, Agee
has sailed 46-2 and in the long
jump, he's gone 23-9.
There will be 18 teams on




Preparatory School of Nash-
ville, Lone Oak, Owensboro






Madison (Tn.) High School,
Daviess County and
Clarksville Northwest.
There are 17 events in the
meet and each event has been
sponsored by a local business
or group. In addition, some
restaurants are offering
meals to the teams at reduced
rates.
Murray State track coach
Bill Cornell and assistant
coach Lenny Dunham were up
and working at 3. a. in.
Thursday morning in Stewart
Stadium, putting together an
attractive program which will
be given away at the meet.
-If the weather is good
Saturday, I expect to see just
about every record broken,"
Cornell said.
Of course the meet has
several advantages, besides
the obvious boon to the local
economy for a day.
For Cornell, it provides a
chance to look at some out-
standing athletes and in ad-
dition, it brings in some
athletes who though may not
be talented enough to run
track at Murray State, may
elect to come to school here
after visiting.
The meet will begin at 11 a.
m. With the trails and finals of
the long jump, which is
sponsored by the Big M Club
and the Murray State ROTC
Department.
Agee's 23-9 is easily the best
mark in the event. His
strongest competition comes
from Billy Lewis of Hopkin-
sville who has gone 22-3. Lewis
has signed a football
scholarship with the Racers.
Tony Katchen and Brian
Greschel of Valley are the
favorites in the discus com-
petition, sponsored by the
Lion's Club. Both have thrown
160 feet.
sports
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Hayes, Burns Tied For
Lead At Houston Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HOUSTON (AP) - He
didn't mention any names, but
Mark Hayes could have been
talking about Jack Nicklaus.
"Somebody is going to
figure out these greens and
put a lot of distance between
himself and the rest of the
field," Hayes said.
He made the comment only
moments after Nicklaus -
who once appeared poised to
make a runaway of the
$200,000 Houston Open Golf
Tournament, had observed:
"I'm putting very, very well."
Nicklaus used only 24
strokes on the tricky greens at
the 6,997-yard, par-72
Woodlands Country Club
course, once had it seven-
under-par for the clay, then
suffered a collapse that left
him at 69, two shots back of
first-round leaders Hayes and
George Burns.
"This is a kind of medium-
easy course," said the soft-
spoken Hayes, winner of three
titles in the last 12 months.
"The greens are the only
obstacle. I think somebody
can play just pretty good, not
really great, but if they can
figure out the greens and
make some putts, they can run
away with it."
Nicklaus seemed ready to
do just that. A score of 65 or 64
appeared not only possible,
but very probatsle.
"When you're seven under
after 13, you're thinking of
maybe eight or nine under, a
real low score," he said.
Instead of another birdie or
two, he reeled off a string of
four bogeys on his last four
holes. He bounced approach
shots. over the green on his,
15th and 16th, chipped back to
about five feet and lipped out
both putts. He was bunkered
on the next two, failed ta reach
the green from wet sand and
had to make a pair of three-
foot putts to salvage bogeyes.
"Just one of those days,"
sighed Nicklaus, winner of two
titles this year including the
Tournament of Champions in
his last outing.
Dave Mari, the quick-witted
television commentator and
part-time tourist, and rookie
Mark Lye matched 68s that
left them one shot out of the
lead.
Tied with Nicklaus at 69
were Lee Trevino, Canadian
George Knudson and power-
hitting Jim Dent. Hubert
Green shot 71. Arnold Palmer
matched par 72. Defending
champion Lee Elder was at 73.
Hale Irwin and Bruce Lietzke
were at 75 and Ben Crenshaw'
at 76.
Burns, a 215-pound former
Maryland football player,
blew a chance to score his first
tour victory in this tour-
nament a year ago.
"I've had a lot of time to
think about it," said Burns. "I
had a two-shot lead with nine
holes to play. But that's gone
now. It's past. I came here to
redeem myself."
His 67 was a major step in
that direction. He didn't make







scheduled for today at Far-
mington has been rained out.
Earlier this week, the
Lakers dropped a 7-5 home
game to the Wildcats.
Calloway County, which is 3-
5 on the season, will host South
Hopkins to a doubleheader
Saturday at the old Colt
League field.
The first contest begins at 1
p.m.
Lead Tourney
SHREVEPORT, La (AP) -
Louisiana Tech lead the
opening 36 holes of the Holiday
in Dixie Festival College Golf
Tournament Thursday with a
588. Little Rock came in
second at 590.
The individual leaders going
into today's final 18 holes are
Southern Mississippi' i Steve
Thomas and Steve Holden of
Arkansas at Little Rock.
Trenholiii's Restaurant is
sponsoring the pole valut
where Tan Quisenberry of
Daviess County is the favorite.
He has cleared 13-0 while
teammate Rusty Schureck
has cleared 124.
Murray High's best chance
appears to be Richie
Richardson in the high jump,
which is sponsored by the
Bank of Murray. Richardson
has cleared 6-4 and that's the
best mark in the event.
Frankie Elmore of Tilgh-
man has cleared 6-3 and
Anthony Newell of Christian
County has gone 6-2. The trials
and finals will begin at 1 p. m.
Agee is expected to get a
strong challenge in the triple
jump from David Lewis of
•Hopkinsville. Agee has gone
46-2 while Lewis has gone 46-0.
The event, sponsored by
People's Bank, will also begin
at 1 p. m.
Kelly Cromwell of Paducah
Tilghman is the man to beat in
the javelin, which is sponsored
by the Murray Moose Lodge.
Cromwell has thrown 131-6,10
feet better than his nearest
competitor, Doug Town of
Tilghman. Trials and finals
will begin at 1 p. m.
David Wolff of Louisville
Western is the heavy favorite
in the shot put, which is
sponsored by McDonald's.
Wolff has thrown the shot 52-
10. The next best entree is
Kelly Cromwell of Tilghman.
Cromwell has thrown 47-6.
Trials and finals Will begin at 1
p. m.
The first running event is
the 440-yard relay, sponsored
by Burger Chef. Tilghman has
a 43.9 and if they can come
anywhere close to matching
that time, they will be un-
beatable. The event begins at
1:30 p. m.
The mile-run will begin at
1:45 p.m. and is sponsored by
Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods. Three runners are all
within a second of each other.
Brad Dunbar of Providence
has run 4:20 while Eric
Grumbach and Eli Khouri of
Tilghman have run 4:21.
Frank Simmons of Valley
High is the heavy favorite in
the 120-high hurdles, spon-
sored by Pagliai's Pizza. He
has recorded a 14.2 while the
next best time is a 14.9 by
Mike Reese of Christian
County. Finals will begin at 2
p. m. •
The Murray Optimist Club
is sponsoring the 440-yard
dash, where the finals will
begin at 2:10 p. m.
There will be six heats and
in the final heat, there are four
runners who have all broken
51.0. They include Kenny
Busse!' of Christian County,
Greg Houser of Tilghman,
Doug Irvan of Christian
County and Pruett Roff of
Tilghman.




Puryear took a pair of track
meets Thursday over host
East Calloway.
In the boys' meet, Puryear
had 51 points while East
managed 40. The girls' meet
was not nearly as close as
Puryear racked up 71 points to
only 20 for East.
Joe Crittenden had two first
places and a second for East.
He won the discus by three
inches over teammate Larry
Sanders and he also took first
in the high lump.
The East, girls had only two
first places and both came
from Lori Charleton. She won
the shot put and discus
competition.
The East boys and girls host
Murray Middle next Thursday
for a dual meet. Field events
will begin at 3 p. m.
Here are the East results in
the meet:
sere sewer
shot pig-2. Crittenden, 41-1.
discus-1. Crittenden, 1154. 2. San-
ders, 115-3.
long lump-2. Robbins, 16-1.
high jump-1. Crittenden, 5-4.
mile-run-2. Thurman, 6 : 19. 1.
Sznotherman, 6:27.
1110-yard dash-3. Morton, 11.4, _
-710-yard dash-2. Sander', 27.B. 3.
Morton, 21.7.
440-yard Kinunerzell, 70.0.
440-yard relay-1. East ( Morton,
Bynum, fCimmerzell and Sanders ). 57.9.
1110-yard run-2. Dawson, 2:56.9. 3.
Thurman, 3:01.6.
boarin
shot put-1. Charleton, 26-10. 3
Borkeen, 23-3.
chscus-1. Charleton, 714.
long jump-3. Atkins. 13-2.
high jump-2. King, 4-1.
501ard dash-3. itirssk, 7.4.
100-yard dash-3. Marrs, 13.4.
2210-yard dash-3. Marrs, 34.0.
440-yard dash-3. King, 06.5.
1100-yard r3n-2. King„3: 15.3.
sponsoring the 100-yard dash,
which will have seven heats of
three in the finals which begin
at 2:25 p. m.
Agee's 9.6 is easily the best
mark. Of the 57 runners in the
event, only four have broken
10.0.
The Murray Ledger &
Times is sponsoring the 880-
yard run, which will begin at
2:35 p. m. There are five heats
in the event and Ronnie
Cowans of Hopkinsville will be
the man to beat. He has run a
1:58.5. He is expected to get
strong challenges from David
Wagner of Tilghman and Tim
Hale of Valley High.
The 330-yard intermediate
hurdles are being sponsored
by the Palace Restaurant.
Mike Reese of Christian
County, who has signed a
basketball scholarship with
Western Kentucky, has a
personal best of 38.6 and is
considered the favorite. The
event begins at 2:50 p. ,m.
' DeVanti's is sponsoring the
220-yard dash, which will
begin at 3:05 p. m. Agee is the
heavy favorite with Ink 21.8
though Pruett Roof of Tilgh-
man could be a threat. Roof
has a personal best of 22.5.
The three-mile run is
sponsored by Burger Queen.
There will be just one heat and
it begins at 3:15 p. m. Jack
Reid of Hoptown has a 14:58.9
and should be the man to beat
in the event.
The final event in the meet
is the mile-relay, which will
• begin at 350 p. m. and is
.sponsored by Twin Lakes
Office Supplies.
Tilghman is the heavy
favorite in that event.
There will be five places
awarded in each event. No
team scores will-be kept.
There is no admission to the










Buy any new AMC Car
with factory air and get your choice of
these All American Giveaways.
$400 in accommodations
at any Americana Hotel '
$400 in travel on
American Airlines''
Swing your best deal on a new Pacer.
Gremlin. Hornet or Matador equipped with
factory air, and we'll top your deal wit'h a
fantastic All American Giveaway.
This offer is good on all cars de-
livered between April II and June
10, plus cars ordered by May 10.
1977 regardless of delivery date.
$400 worth of Amerir an
Tou este r Luggage.
rleet sales and overseas military purchases
are not included.
Travel mu,1 ta. k lull.: 15 197S
Wei lucies-roofai
pact 14)4!Ck'rIlber
P) 1077 lanUarl,' I P)7S
.I-Stigilv. tvd list price based on
piece Vervlite .et Palomino color
See your AMC Dealer
scow. • pockai calculator free when yea take a tint driv, is any
American Motors car.
Cain's AMC, Jeep, Inc.
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Indians Use Makeshift
Lineup And End Streak
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
• And batting fourth, second
baseman Duane Kuiper," the
public address system blared
out across 78,000 empty seats
at the 80,000-seat Municipal
Stadium in Cleveland.
It was Manager Frank
Robinson's version of baseball
democracy.
The Indians, mired in a
seven-game losing streak and
suffering declining at-
tendance, finally broke
through with a 4-3 victory over
Toronto ThursrAy night, using
a batting order the players
,.hose themselves.
"I think that's probably the
first time in the big leagues a
guy with 1,500 major league
atbats and no home runs hit
fourth," said Kuiper, a
singles-hitter batting .274 this
season.
Although Kuiper went
hitless in four trips against
Toronto, the move worked.
Buddy Bell, who normally hits
fifth or sixth, chose the leadoff
spot, and his two-run single
highlighted a three-run third
inning that gave the Indians
their victory.
"Frank just tried to loosen
everybody up," said Kuiper.
"I was about the sixth person
to pick, and everybody was
avoiding that spot ( cleanup),
so I just jumped in there. I
figured I'd never get another
chance to hit cleanup."
"We had to try something,"
said Robinson, who said he
wasn't sure if he would keep
the order Friday night at
Milwaukee. "They've got a
lefthander ( Bill Travers)
going, and I'm .,a not that
superstitious."
The victory, credited to Al
Fitzmorris, 1-2, was
Cleveland's first since April 17
when the Indians beat Boston
in the second game of a
doubleheader. Jesse Jef-
ferson, 0-1, got the loss.
Mariners 4, Twins 3
The Mariners scored three
times in the sixth inning on a
Bruins Edge Flyers 2-1
To Get 3-0 Series Lead
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Rookie
defenseman Mike Milbury
considered his tie-breaking
goal "a gift from God" and
goalie Gerry Cheevers
thought a game-saving save
was luck.
Whatever the two plays
were they added up .to a 2-1
victory for the Boston Bruins
over the Philadelphia Flyers
Thursday night. It also gave
the Bruins a 3-0 lead in their
best-of-seven series in he
National Hockey League's
semifinal playoff.
The Bruins, who won the
first two games in_overtime in
Philadelphia, spotted the
Flyers a first-period power
play goal by Bob Dailey and
then stormed back.
Peter McNab tied the score
as Boston outshot
Philadelphia 16-5 in the second
period with a goal credited to
John Winsink until after the
game. Then Milbury, a rookie
defenseman from suburban
Walpole, took a pass from
Terry O'Reilly and scored the
deciding goal by flipping in a
15-foot shot after a 2-on-1
breakaway at 7:51 of the third
period.
"I just flipped it up,"
Milbury said. "Actually, I
didn't flip anything. I just
tried to get my stick on the
puck. It did go up over the
goalie's ( Wayne Stephenson)
.shoulder, but that was no
great talent of mine.
It was a gift from God, or
somebody. I was just trying to
get my stick on the puck after
getting into a position for a
pass from Terry. I barely got
wood on the puck at all." '
Cheevers, who ,led the
Bruins to Stanley Cup
championships in 1970 and '72,
robbed Bill Barber and Don
Saleski on breakaways early
in the second period. Then he
saved the victory by com-
mitting larceny .on • a short
- backhander by Andre Dupont
with 1:20 remaining. •
"I couldn't see the puck and
I just tried to cover as much of
the net as I could," Cheevers
said of Dupont's shot through
a screen,- ''Forttinately, it hit
me in the leg. It was no great
save by any means. It was a
little bit of luck. I had no idea
where the puck was."
Cheevers had only 14 saves,
compared to 26 for Stephen-
son. However, Boston Coach
Don ,Cherry credited his 36-
year-old goalie with being tir
difference in the game.
"That Cheevers," Cherry
said, "I don't know who
labeled him a money
goaltender, but the guy was a
prophet, I'll tell- you.
Philadelphia seemed to be
laying back waiting for the
breakaway and when they got
it Cheesey stoned them."
single by Bill Stein, Carlos
Lopez' double and a two-run
bloop single by Jose Baez.
Steve Braun singled in what
turned out to be the winning
run in the eighth before
Minnesota scored twice in
their half of the inning on Mike
Cubbage's sacrifice fly and an
RBI double by Dan Ford.
Astros 3, Giants I
Bob Watson smacked a two-
run homer, his first of the
year, and Joaquin Andujar
scattered five hits before he
was lifted in the ninth to give
Houston its victory.
Andujar had a shutout going
through six innings before the
Giants scored an unearned
run in the seventh. Ken Forsch
got the save.
Dodgers 7, Padres 5
Steve Garvey drove in three
mils with a double and his
sixth home run of the season,
and Rick Monday slugged a
two-run homer to give the
Dodgers a four-game sweep of
their series with San Diego.
The victory also gave the
Dodgers their most successful
road trip in 20 years, losing
only once during their 12-
game swing.
Wood Back
CHICAGO (AP) — Veteran
southpaw pitcher Wilbur
Wood of the Chicago White
Sox, sidelined since May 9,
1976, has been reactivated.
Wood suffered a fractured
left kneecap when he was hit
by a line drive in Detroit. He
gradually has been working
back into shape.
At the time of the injury.
Wood had a 4-3 record with a
2.25 earned run average. His
over-all record with the.Sox is
146-130.
To make room for Wood's
return to the roster, the Sox
optioned right-handed pitcher






Alton C. Jones of 504 Beale
Street in Murray recorded his
third hole-in-one of his career
Wednesday at the Murray
Country Club.
It came on the par three,
17th hole. Jones used a four-
wood to accomplish the feat.
His two other hole-in-ones
came when he was playing
alone. But this time, it was
witnessed by playing partner
Donald Housden. Jones shot a
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Pairings For District
Baseball Play Released
It's bad news for the Murray High baseball team.
In the three-team District basketball tournament, the
Tigers drew a bye and that of course was not good.
However, in the three-team District baseball tournament,
drawing the bye is good.
The District baseball tourney is single elimination. The
team which draws the bye is automatically in the Regional
Tournament. This year, that happens to be Calloway County.
Murray High and Marshall County will meet at 4 p.m. May
10 at Calvert City. At 4 p.m. May 11, the winner will play the
Lakers for the title.
The loser is finished for the season, unlike the basketball
tourney where the loser gets another chance. -
The Regional Tournament will also be played at Calvert
City.
Admission for both the District and Regional Tournaments
will be one dollar for adults and 50 cents for students.
Music From 'Rocky' Big
Key For Islanders' Win
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) —
As the teams skated through
their pre-game warmups, the
theme from "Rocky" — an
instrumental which has
become- the anthem of the
underdog — repladed the
grating monotony of the same
old organ music at the Nassau
Coliseum.
The symbolism was easily
interpreted. The New York
Islanders were the underdogs;
they were Rocky. The-Mon-
treal Canadiens were the
defending champions they'd
have to fight — just as in the
movie.
"When I hear that.music,"
said Denis Potvin, "it
automatically makes me
stronger."
It took a while for that
strength to appear. Potvin
made mistakes which led to
two Montreal goals in the first
period, but scored two goals
and an assist to lead the
Islanders past the Canadiens
5-3 Thursday night.
---Potvin was victimized twice
on their first tally, taking a
Baseball andings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
weak shot that was in-
tercepted, then screening his
goaltender as Guy Lapointe's
shot whizzed into the net at
11:10 of the first period.
Potvin's blind pass writ
intercepted by Jim Roberts
and also-turned into a goal. "I
was just happy to get the three
points and get an opportunity
to get us back in the game,"
said Potvin.
He had tied the game 1-1 by
converting a Jude Drouin pass
from in front of the net during
a power, play at 12:49. He tied
it again after Roberts' goal by
sweeping down the right side
to bang in Drouin's cross-ice
pass with 10 seconds left in the
first period. ,
Then he set up J.P. Parise's
tally in the second period to
give New York the lead for
good, helping the Islanders
break the Canadiens' playoff
hex. Montreal had won its last
11 playoff games, was un-
beaten, in its last 18, and had


























Oakland 12 7 .632
.Chicagci 10 6 .625
Minn 12 6 .600
K.C. 10 7 588
Texas 8 8 .5,00
Calif 8 12 .400
Seattle 814.384
Thursday's Results
Seattle 4, Minnesota 3
Cleveland 4, Toronto 3
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Detroit (Ruhle 3-1) at v).'
nesota (Redfern 1-31 -
Cleveland (Eckersley 1-1
Milwaukee (Travers 2-2), Y.1 ,
California (Tanana 3-0 at
Baltimore (Palmer 3-1), in
Oakland (Ellis 1-1) at Boston
(Jenkins 2-1), (o)
Seattle (Thomas 1-1)---at New
York (Torrez 3-1), In)
Toronto I Singer 0-31 at Kan-
sas City (Colborri (n)
Texas (Alexander 2-1) at Cr&
cago ( Stone 1-21,In) 
National League
East
W L Pet. GB
Pitts 9 6 .600
S Louis 10 7 .588
Montreal 8 6 .571
Chicago 7 7 .500
N York 6 9 .400
Phila 5 9 .357
West
Los Ang 15 3 .833
S Fran 8 9 .471
Atlanta 8 10 .444
Houston 8 10 .444
Cinci 7 10 .412
S Diego -'-̀ 11 13 .381
Thursday's Results
Houston 3, San Francisco :
Los Angeles 7, San Diego r.)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Houston (Bannister 0-1. .1'.
Pittsburgh , Reuss 0-2i. n
Chicago I Burris 2-2 ) at (
cfrinati (Fryman 1-2), )n
Atlanta (Niekro (1-3) at St
Louis B. Forsch 3-1), ,n )
New York (Matlack 0-2. at
San Diego (Sawyer 1-1). In
Montreal (Stanhouse 1-2 d
Los Angeles (John 0-1in-
Philadelphia (Carlton 2-1 at
San Francisco (Barr 3-1). : n
Saturday's Gamet
Houston at Pittsburgh
Philadelphia at San Fra 1 -
CISCO
Chicago at Cincinnati,
Atlanta at St. Louis, ni
Montreal at Los Angeles. n
New York at San Diego, n
Sunday's Games
Houston at Pittsburgh
Atlanta at St. Louis
Chicago at Cincinnati
Montreal at Los Angeles
New York at San Diego
Philadelphia at San Frar;
Celtics One Loss Away
From Being Dethroned
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia 76ers are
in the odd position of having to
explain why they're leading
the Boston . Celtics in their
National Basketball
Association quarterfinal
series, with a chance to put it
away tonight.
And the Celtics are in the
equally odd situation of ex-
plaining why the 76ers won't.
But if the 76ers are on the
defensive, they can only hope
it carries over to the
basketball court.
"We're not the worst
defensive team — far from
it," said Julius Erving in reply
to suggestions that the 76ers'
weakness is on Boston's end of
the court. "What we did was
get back on defense quickly
and prepare ourselves."
The good doctor was ex-
plaining how the 76ers held the
Celtics to under 100 points in
their 110-91 drubbing of the
Celtics in Philadelphia
Wednesday night. That vic-
tory gave the 76ers a 3-2 lead
in their best-of-seven quarter-
final series which continues
tonight in Boston.





Registration forms for the
Park League have been
passed out in the city and
county schools.
For those who missed the
forms, there will be a
registration for the .league
held at the old city part from 9
a. m. until 11 a„,pi. Saturday.
Any boy or gfrl ages seven
or eight is eligible to play in
the Park League. If a
yotmeter does register at
school, there is no need to
come to the registration at the
park Saturday.
is at Houston and Golden
States plays in Los Angeles.
Both of those series are tied 2-
2: Portland takes a 3-1 lead
into Denver 3-1 on Sunday,
when all four series resume if
they haven't already been
decided.
A 76ers' victory would end
Boston's title defense and a
chance for an unprecedented
14th NBA title.
But Jo Jo White, Boston's
veteran guard, warned
anyone who would sound the
Celtics' death knell. "The
series isn't over yet," he said.
"We've got to go back and look
at the films and then talk
about what we can do. We're
at home, so we'll have a few
things in our favor. We know
what we must do."
Washington Coach Dick
Motta says the ke?, for the
Bullets is controlling
Houston's Moses Malone.
"Moses Malone has been the
key to this whole series," he
says. If we control him we've
got a chance."
Denny Signs
ST. LOUIS (API — John
Denny, the winningest pitcher
in the National League so far
this year, has announced the
signing of a three-year,
$400,000 Contract with the St.
Louis Cardinals.
Denny, one of only two St.
Louis players who had not
come to terms with the club,
announced the signing
Thursday.
The right-hander is 5-0,
accounting for half of the
team's 10 victories for the
season.
-Adopt a plant.
It'll grow on you''
Our special
During Spring Open House
Free Parking
Free Delivery In City Limits
753-9668
DIXIELAND CENTER
Join In Our Celebration
AIL 30 - MAY 1
INDOOR PLANTS S ACCESSORIES Bed and Bath
WICKER FURNITURE
ur kin gigun Eau, CO.
The
Panhandler
Gourmet Foods & Accessories
1 Block West of
12th Street on Chestnut
Linens and Accessories
the green door









LARGEST BEST SELECTION OF
8 TRACK I CASSETTE TAPES
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Guidance Week
Is Observed
Gov. Julian Carroll has
proclaimed April 24-30
Guidance Week in Kentucky.
"Guidance counselors are
vital in today's society jo
interpret the vast arra,y' of
occupational choices brought
about by the penstantly
changing sociatand economic
patterns," s#id Gov. Carroll.
-Counsel9rs are trained to
help the' public develop the
flexibility which will permit
,stkial and occupational








the Key to Your
New Community
Mrs. K 'Alwyn Outland
Phan* 753.357j
•••.• ••••  •. U.S.
He pointed out, "With the
rapid technological advances
and the unrest of society, the
skills of parents may be less
relevant and useful to their
children in choosing a
career."
According to Dr. Curtis
Phipps, director of the
Division of Guidance Services,
state Department of
Education, Kentucky has
almost 900 counselors working
with students who aren't doing
well academically, students
who have problems at home
and those who can't com-
municate with parents,
teachers or peers.
"But regardless of the
number of professional
counselors Kentucky schools
have available-, they cannot do
the job alone," Dr. Phipps
explained. "Guidance ser-
vices must be the total effort
of the community, including
the home, business, labor,
industry and the school."
During Guidance Week,
counselors throughout Ken-
tucky will plan special ac-
tivities and programs in their
communities. These activities
will be designed for both
students and parents to learn
more about career education
opportunities and the services
counselors offer.
Gov. Carroll urges citizens,
especially parents, to visit
their schools during Guidance
Week and participate in this
important effort.
The kiwi is' extremely near-
sighted and prefers to sleep
during the day. It hunts at
night by tapping the ground
with its long bill like a blind
man with a cane.




LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Burroughs Corporation
Cordially invites you to attend our annual
area business systems seminar.
Highlighting this year's seminar will be the fir-
st local presentation of the. series 880 minicom-
puter
. The L9000 and L1611 minicomputer systems
will also be demonstrated.
The seminar will be held at.
Holiday
Inn
777 Joe Clifton Drive
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Tees*, May 3
a.in. tio 3 p.m.
Wednesday, May 4
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Windmill Generates Power For New York Apartments
Windmills have long been a
common sight on the farm.
But a windmill in the city and
high -atop a multi-story
apartment building? There's
one located on top of a
renovated tenement at 519
East 11th Street on the Lower
East Side in New York City.
What's it doing there? It's
using the wind to generate
electricity for 33 tenants in the
building below.
Erected by means of funds
provided by the Community
Services Administration, the
central agency within the
federal government for
developing, testing and
operating various programs to
reduce poverty, the 2,000 watt,
14-foot diameter, three-bladed
wind generator is the first
windmill to be installed in any
major American city for
power generation.
The 5-story, 11-unit, 33-
tenant tenement on which it is
mounted was renovated by a
group of tenants who
organized themselves into the
11th Street Movement.
Advised by an Energy Task
Force headed by Architect
Travis Price and Wind
Generator Designer Ed Finch,
they and their community
sponsor, Interfaith Adopt-A-
Building, negotiated a $177,494
loan from the city of New York
to 'make the abandoned
apartments habitable again.
Through "sweat equity"
(their own labor), they earned
the right to future ownership
of one -of the rehabilitated
apartments for no other
charge than a monthly
currying charge on part of the
municipal loan.
• The renovated building also
has experimental solar
collectors on its roof. These,
and the windmill, were made
possible by a combined CSA
grant of about $40,000.




generating energy and power
for use by poor families. If
they prove adaptable on a
wide scale in urban and rural
areas, they-wouid make boat
housing and energy more
affordable by the poor, With
costs of fuel and electricity
soaring, many poor families
— both in the city and country
— are now unable to obtain
adequate fuel, heat or elec-
tricity for what are often
substandard apartments or
dwellings.
Besides installing, the solar
collectors and windmill, the
tenants also added insulation,
storm windows and other
weatherizing materials to
insure more efficient use of
the heat and energy these
devices generate.
At present, the solar
collectors, generating ! power
from the sun's rays, heat 80
per cent of the hot water used
by the 33-tenants and the
windmill is expected to
generate ample electricity for
most of the tenants' needs..
Based on the ratio of elec-
trical output to the windmill's
cost, Architect Price said the
system should provide
lifetime savings of ten times
the initial investment. The
lifetime of the windmill and
collectors are estimated to be
30 years.
In 1974, when the present
11th Street projects
originated, the 'tenement at
519 East llth Street, like
several others on the same
street, had been earlier gutted
IT'S NO YOLK
KANSAS CITY, Mo. tAPi —
Early Christian societies took
their Easter eggs seriously, re-
ports Hallmark researcher Sal-.
ly Hopkins.
In Europe, it was believed
that the yolk of an egg laid on
Good Friday. would turn into a
diamond in 100 years. Other
folk tales credit Easter eggs
with protecting people against
sudden death, making trees and
crops fertile, and exorcising de-
mons.
The name Easter — from
Eostre, goddess of spring and
fertility — recalls another egg
legend. Eostre had a brightly
colored pet bird, which she
changed one day to a rabbit
and that, supposedly, is why
the nonplussed Easter bunny
builds nests and fills them with
eggs.
Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with z
beautiful view overlooking
the lake and soft organ
music...that's a perfect dining
experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park. A regular
menu is served during the
week.
. BUFFET: FRIDAY-SATURDAY - 5:30-9 *SUNDAYS 12 NOON-9
Kenlake State Resort Park
HWY 94-E, AURORA
by fire. Some 13 apparate
blazes had forceefrevious
tenants in the building to flee
in 1973, leaving ownership to
the city after landlords
abandoned it.
By their combined efforts
and the technical advice of
Architect Price and other
experts with the Energy Task
Force, the group transformed
their building into what was
an island of restoration in its
block and neighborhood.
Today, it is one of several
renovated buildings in the
block. The sweat equity
concept has been used to
restore five 'other nearby
buildings.
Meanwhile, the'llth Street
Movement tenants and their
advisors are also exploring
otber small-scale techniques
to relieve their poverty: use of
urban roof top space for food
production plus intensive
aquaculture in the cellar.
They are also looking into
possible production of rooftop
windmill generators like their
own for sale and use by other
groups of poor people.
Even more important than





equity" group, along,. wjth
their advisors, have shown
how urban cooperative groups
can plan their own future.
Non-urban groups, with
suitable adaptations, might do
the ame.
As the Ilth Street Movement
has apparently proved, the
windmill and similar
relatively inexpensive energy-








narrow bounds, urban or
rural.
The windmill could yet
become commonplace again,
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Worship Service 11 00a m.
Evening Worship 6- 30 p m.
IMMANUEL MKSICNEARY .
Montuis Worship 11 10 a m.
Evening Worship 6.30 p m.
FIRST BAPTIST
!Morning Worship 10 45a m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship 11 00* m
Sunday Evening 6 00p in.
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p in.
SN110186.1111G -
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. .--- NazareneEvening Worship 7:15 p.m.
NORTHSHIE
MUMMY
Morning Worship 11 -00 a m• • Sunday School
Evening Worship 7 00P m • Morning Worship
HUM BAPTIST N. Y. P. S. Worship
Morning Worship 11,00* m Evening Worship
Evening Worship 7 :30 p. m Wednesday Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS
Morrung Worship I I :00 a m. LOCUST
Evening Worship 6 30 p. m Morning Worship
Sunday School
Gem BAPTIST Evening Worship
&oda y School- 9:49 aln• N. Y.P.S. Worship
Morning Worship 1049 sin- Wednesday Evening
Singing, Eyeshot Won. 5:30,6:00 p.m_
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship 11.00 a. m
Evening Worship 6.30 p. m. 
I) .1.
WILSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1100a. m. ALMO
Evening Worship 7:30p. m: Morning Worship
Evening Worship
' MEMORIAL BAPTIST
U NITED,Morning Worship g 1°: 5° a' m' ''' Sunday School
Evening Worship 6 ' uur° on. .., Worship Services
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY CALVARY
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. Sunday School
Evening Worship 700 p. m. Worship Services
FLINT BAPTIST FIRST
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. Of
Evening Worship 6,0 p. m. Sunday School
Morning Worship
CHERRY CORNER Sunday Evening
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Thurs. nite
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
UNITED, 310
ELM GROVE Sunday School
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. Evening Worship
Evening Worship 7 00p. m. DEWARDS
SALEM BAPTIST Sunday School
Morning Worship 11 00s. m. Worship Service
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m. Evening worthy
SUGAR CREEK FIRST. Sunday Worship
Months 'Worship 11: 00 a. M._ Tuft. & Thum
Evening Worship 7:15p. m.
. OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship. 5:30p. m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST -
Sunday School .- 9:30a. In. ChristianWorship 11:00a. in.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE . • , FIRSTist Sunday 2:00p. m. Viorshm Services
3rd Sunday 10:30a. m. MURRAY CNRISITAN
01.0 SALEM BAPTIST Worship
Sunday School 10:00s. 01. Bible School
Worship Service 11:00a. m. Evening Service





































































































Worship I I ao
MASON'S CNAPEL
Worslup 10 00
PALESTINE UNITEDwo,...ser,ictil a.m.. 1st Sunda) . 10 00 a.




Worship Serv let 9 30 a in.
Sunday School. 10 30* in.
worship seGOODrviceSIMPIIE RD UNITED
, I JO a. m.
Sunday School • ..i 00 a m
INDEVENDIEKE UNTIED
Sunday School to ova in
Morning Worship - 11 00a. m
00* in INUIT UNITED
30 p. in Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morrung Worship 11:00 a. m.
in. Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
COLDWATER IMMO
m Worship &mice um sus ist 6 Ind Sim-
p, in, - day., 1010 am. ard & 4th, Sunday School




a. rn. M"rning W*4114 10 00 a m
Sunda School. 
y n 00* in
MIST METNODISTm. warship 8:454 10:58a. m
p. m.
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
a- al Sunday School 10 • 00a m .
'w P' m• Mg Worslup II 00* mMorn
m. LYNN GROVE
P- ni- Morning Worstup Service 11 .00 a in
Sunday School 10.03 a. m.
a. m.
p. m. GOSNEN METHODIST
Mornmg worship Services 9:30a m.
am Sunday School 1040* m.
in. , Evening services: lit. 3rd. & 5th Sundays
Preaching Service 630 p. m.
10:00 COWS CAMPGROUND





Woralup Service 112108 a. m.
ist & uxi Sundays . ii -Ma m
6 '00P.in- isia 3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. HEBRON
Worship Service 1000. m 1st Sunday &
m. 11:00 a. m. 3rd Sunday Sunday School II 00
a. 1st - 10:00 a in 2nd, 3rd. & 4th




m. Worship Service 20-00- a. in 2nd Sunday
:00a. m. il :00 a. m. 4th Sunday Sundin School 1000




_ Morning Services - - 50-46*. m.
'
' 'MOORS CHAPEL UNITED
1s0 & 3rd Sunday 9:30a-m,
Evening 7.00 p- m.
945a m 78411-4UsSunday . - - - -414104i..ni.. -,
m No Evening Worship
UM UNITED ,..
m1st & 3rd Sunday' 11 .00a. as
7 p. m 2nd & 4th Sunday 930a. m.
- 6 -001,,...M.
 Wow ptIllision GiovE
Sunday School . 10.00•.m.
m. Morning Worship
m. Evenutg 
- I1:00 a. m -
7-00 p. m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED'
a. m. Morning Worship 9.45 a in.


























































































































































































































COLDWATER . - . OF LATTER
Morning Services . - , 11:00a. m. 
Sunday School
Everung Services 600 p,m., ST. LEO
' - - -- MIEN BAPTIST' 
CNURCII
Sunday Mass 8 a.
MorningWorship II Alga• m- - Saturday Mass 6.30
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m. CHRISTIAN
' LOCUST GROVE . SERVICES
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Farmer Ave. and 17th
Evening Worship_ 7:00 p. m. days II :00 a. m. Testimony
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL Wednesday 8 p.m.
Sunday School 1000*. m, JEHOVAH'S
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. Watcbtower. 
Bible Lecture
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST WYMAN'S
Sunday School • :L0:00 a. m. Worship Services
Preaching 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m, ST. JONN'S
Wednesday night 7:00p. m. Worship Hour
• ----- ---• SPRING CRIER Church School
_















Morning Worship - • -  •-11-1111i. m. SundaY school
Evening Worship 7: 00/s m. Morning Worship
ST. JOHN BAPTIST 011/R01-- SEVENTHSabbath School
Morning Worship it:* a- m. Worship Service
Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
Purchase Tire Mart
Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max Keel











Murray's Most Complete Department Store
If God is your partner,
make your plans large
Trenholm's Drive-In
C.O.
Chicken - Pima -Spaghetti-
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches
'Nouns SasTise _..
INN assets., St. Under New Management 753-2997
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerrold Boyd-Owner '
- Complete Artematic Transmission Service
-Freud End Afignmetst
- Complete Tenot-Up I- Repair Service-
209 S. 7th 7 5 3-1 75 I




"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Ow Delicious Seel amd Ham Sandwiches
















Top Quality Used Cars
WM Coldwater Rd. Phone 753.6441
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd66 753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main. So:12th it Story Chestnut St.
753-3231 753-6655; 753-1215,,,,-,
Corvette Lanes
-Bowling At Its Best
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
4 A.B.C. ploy school•
Homo 4:45 sm. to 5 pm. - 5 Days
Worship With Your Children
"7"14,..-of - •Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryan Ave., Murray 753-8807
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th




A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
stokes Tractor 8
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE











Divilikond Center ygIghss 
-..r
75 3-303 7
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal






South 12th St. - Murray
Storey's
Food Giant
Bel-Air Shopping Center I
Bel-Air Center
Acres of






Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933
Creative Printers, Inc. ii
Quality Commercial Printing -
808 Chestnut, Murray _
753-2285
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.











Thy Shalt Not Steal
. Repairs IL katellnlime
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House
Entertain You Randy Thornton Service Co.
Ale calaiifiaariggeaiii9-Comiliercird Refrigeration
THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut --- Phone 7534181
Big John's
"home ef Wordy, Ecenenoy
a soift-sess-
Open 7 Days













We use plastic &
wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, Denali A. Moles end Larry Snits', Innen
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
God Is Love Lynhurst 
Resod.
Col end Ws Mentos Brown owners
Phone 436 7345 and 436 5376
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck L Farm Tires
808 Coldwater Rd. 753-3164
Shirley's Florist 8
Garden Center
FTD Flowers for All Occasions
• House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944












Jack 8 Jill Day Care Center
June McAlister-Owner
/toes 7 /r to S yrs. - Hrs. 630.... te 5 111.111.




Tom Andrews - Year Host
Wars Doily, Men. Owe Sen.
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
.. GRAIN DIVISION -
Highest om,Cash Prices for C 
Wheat Iii ,Soybe4ns
%Imes 1011,1111gr. E. Ve. °Mined, Sept.
. P11941O 7S34220
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B Sears, Gen. Manager











Sernng Firm families Since 1936
hid,,,,,41 gd 753-7924
naming specials
Fri., Se., Sen. - T-Besse Steak Special
No. 12th Ert. 641 -Cal in Orders to 753-4419
, • -t
-.461.111•1111111.1111tSatadwa
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HONORED AT MURRAY STATE — Linda Cunni
ngham of Murray, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Cunningham, is congratulated after 
being recognized in the Honors Day
program at Murray State University Sunday, A
pril 24. Miss Cunningham was selected as
the Outstanding Member of the Social 
Work Club. Offering congratulation t is
 Dr.
Wallace Baggett, director of the Division o
f Social Work. About 150 students' were
presented individual honors for campus lead
ership and scholarship during the annual
spring program.
•••••• • .....,..“....141t.....11.410111M11. 
HONORED AT MURRAY STATE: Peggy Visher
, 1221 Dogwood Drive, is congratulated
after being recognized in the Honors Da
y program at Murray State University Sunday,
April 24. She was named the outstanding senio
r geology major. Looking on from the
left is her mother, Dr. Halene H. Visher, whil
e Dr. William G. Read, vice-president for
academic programs, offers congratulat
ions. About 150 students were honored for
campus leadership and scholarship durin
g the annual spring program.
Louisville Work To Serve As Demonstration On Coal Burnin
g
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Clean air development work
at Louisville Gas & Electric
Co. will serve as a nationwide
demonstration that coal can
be burned without an adverse
environmental impact, says a
top federal official.
Stephen h. Gage on the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency said that LG&E has
pioneered the development
of scrubbers to remove sulfur
dioxide" from the exhaust
gases of burning coal:.,
''Our promotion of
technology for clean burning
of coal would have been much
more difficult without the
cooperation of companies like
LG&E," said Gage, who was
in Louisville to announ
ce
completion of the first phase
of a new sulfur dioxide
pollution control system to be
installed here soon.
The demonstration, if
successful, will signal the
availability of another
technique for burning coal to
make electricity in an en-
vironmentally acceptable
manner, the EPA said.
Under President Carter's
energy proposals, utilities and
large industrial plants wou
ld
be ordered to switch fr
om
natural gas and oil to coal a
nd
would have to install the best
available equipment to insure
environmental protection
against coal gases.
The new system, using a
"dual-alkali" process to scrub
clean the sulfur dioxide
emissions, will be installed on
an existing coal fired, 
280-
megawatt electric generating
unit of LG&E's Cane Run
plant.
The new system is expected
TAPP9J1 &fp
is now accepting applications for
Hourly Employees
Male or female. Must be willing to work
 any of three
shifts and be able to perform a variety
 of job skills.
Persons interested should apply in per
son at the
Personnel Office Of The Tappan Compa
ny
Sat. April 30 thru Fri., May 6,7 AM
-4 PM
—§P TAPPAlle Compaq
Appliance Group — Murray Operati
on
MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
to consume less than 1.2 per
cent of the energy generated
by the power plant, less than
half the energy loss of other
flue gas desulfurization
processes now beinginstalled,
according to an LG&E
spokesman.
"The prototype testing of
this system has been ex-
tremely successful," said
Gage. -At times, removal of
sulfur dioxide has been as high
as 99 per cent."
Before the start of the local
project, EPA • .sponsored
laboratory studies, pilot plant




Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
will speak on Sunday, May 1,
at 9:45 a. m. at the Storey's
Chapel United Methodist
Church and at elevan a. ra, at
the South Pleasant Grove
Church. His subject will be
":The Words of Invitation"
with scripture from Matthew.
18:23-25. Holy Communion will
be observed at both churches.
The South Pleasant Grove
Church Choir, directed by
Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., with Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist and
Tommy Gaines as pianist, will
sing the selection, -Saviour
More Than Life To Me."
Dr. Mullins will speak on the
subject, "Life Is Sacred- on
the sixth commandment from
Exodus 20:13 .at 6:30 p. m.
Sunday at South Pleasant
Grove.
of various dual alkali modes,"
said Gage. The testing proved
successful, he added.




project officer for the
demonstration unit, said the
program is divided into four




The design and cost
estimate has been accepted
and the program is proceeding
into the construction phase, he
said.
Based on the preliminary
information, the annual
operating cost of the pollution
control system here is ex-
pected to be' about $4.25
million. The system is ex-




FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
-- Hospitals at Kentucky's
two major Army posts . are
expected to face critical




- Maj. Melton Turner,
chairman of clinical support
at Ft. Campbell, said that
base's 270-bed hospital is
currently operating with 45
doctors, six below its
authorized level of 51. But
Turner said the staff will be
cut to 35 this summer.
Because of the staff losses,
Turner said that the hospital
may have to send some of its
active duty personnel
elsewhere for treatment. In
addition, Turner said, it is
likely that the hospital will
only be able to offer
emergency services to
dependents of active duty
personnel and. to retired
soldiers and their dependents.
Because of a priority listing'
established by Congress,
hospitals at Ft. Knox and Ft.
'Campbell must 'first treat •
active duty personnel before
their dependents and retired
personnel.
Ireland Army Hospital at
Ft. Knox announced earlier
this week that it faces a loss
in staff this summer, but
expects the only loss in service
to be felt by retirees and their
dependents.
A Ft. Knox spokesman said
that the hospital Would stop
administering several
treatment areas for retired
personnel.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.8
no change.
Below dam 306.3 no change.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.8
up 0.1.
Below darn 317.6 up 0.2.
• "Ir WIFT':-791/MEr-2,44.111.
4 IS% 4 -
HONORED AT MURRAY STATE — Jerri 
F. Andrews
(right) of Murray is congratulated after 
she was
recognized in the Honors Day program at 
Murray State
University Sunday, April 24. She was selec
ted as the
Outstanding Senior Nursing Student and the
 Ideal Nur-
sing Student and was a co-recipient of the Sen
ior Book
Award of Alpha Lambda Delta signifying 
the highest
academic rank among senior women. Sh
e is also a
member of Alpha Chi national honor socie
ty. Offering
congratulations is Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman of
 the Depar-
tment of Nursing. Mrs. Andrews, the daughte
r of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse L Johnson of Murray, has two 
children,
Tamera and Eric. About 150 students were pres
ented in-
dividual honors for campus leadership and 
scholarship
during the annual spring program.
HONORED AT MURRAY STATE — Harold W. A
rnett
of Roxboro, North Carolina, Route 4, son of Mr. and
 Mrs.
Charlie F. Arnett, is congratulated after 'b
eing
recognized in the Honors Day program at Murra
y State
University, Sunday, April 24. Arnett was selected
 as the
Outstanding Senior in Industrial Arts Education
. Offering
congratulations is Dr. Ken Winters, chairman 
of the
department of engineering and industrial tech
nology.
About 150 students were presented individual hono
rs




Reg. 219.95 (Save 60.00) 
Queen Size Set




Twin Size Full Size Queen
 Size King Size
119.95 '139.95 '339.95 '479.95
Each Piece Each Piece 2 
Pc. Set 3 Pc. Set
Nationaliv advertised suggested retail prices
PERFECT SLEEPER EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
• SYNCHROFLEX COILS - Exclusive six 
turn coils for top
comfort and deep firm support
• SERTMINER BANDS - Special steel 
bands
distribute weight and increase support
• TWINEDGE DESIGN - Sena's own 
inner
edge goes border-to•border providing
up to 20% more sleeping surface
III SE RT ALOCK FOUNDATION - an
e‘clusive unit with Spanlock
Top and specially designed






Our Price $8995 each piece
Save $60.00 per set
Queen Size
Their Price $339.95 -
Our Price $27995 2 pc. set.
Save$60°° per 2 pc. set.
GRASS
FURNITURE











Reg. 219.95 (Save 70.00) 
Queen Size Set









Names, Though Interesting, Aren't Always What They Seem
By Helen Price Stacy
Names are interesting and
not always what they seem. It
is correct to assume that
Washington County was
- named for 'George
Washington, though his rank
was -given as "General" in an
old publication and not
President of the United States.
Many think Lincoln County
was named for Abraham, but
the county bears the name of
Gen. Benjamin Lincoln.
Some persons think Morgan
County was named for John
'Bunt Morgan of Civil War
fame, but the honored Morgan
goes back to the
Revolutionary War and Gen.
Daniel Morgan.
Most people would know
that Shady Lane has lots of
shade trees, that Long Branch
either was a long streanr or
named for one with the name
Long, but would they know
that Betsy Layne is not a
country lane but an Eastern
Kentucky town . named for
Elizabeth Johns Layne?
The Tact That Lovely in
Martin County was named for
a family with the name of
Lovely does not make it less
lovely; and Martin County
was not named for the birds
that frequent the area but for
Col. John P. Martin.
Paintsville has a number of
artists but the Johnson County
name is taken from painters of
a much earlier age. The city
took its name from Paint
Creek, a stream with an
ancient history that once
inhabited by Indians who
enjoyed painting pictures of
birds and animals on tree
trunks, bark and rocks.
Jim Armstrong of Boyd
County writes about the
City Of Murray, Ky
Delinquent
Taxes
The herein below list constitutes a list of individuals, firms
and corportions, which have failed to pay City of Murray
taxes. The amount set opposite the taxpayers name is the
amount of delinquent taxes, If not paid promptly, legal action




CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DELINQUENT TAXES
1976
NAME, BILL NUMBER, MAP NUMBER AMOUNT
Adams, John B., 39, 2-4-2 112.49
Allen, Kenneth, 115, 9-5-19   96.08
Barger, Zelma 4., 280, 1-16-7_ 45.35
Beaugard, Georgia, 553, Spruce St 8  47
Berry, Joseph, 387,6-5-31  57.74
Betts, Marie Brandon, 296,8-12-15 195.45
Blakley, George, 443, 9-19-10 19.43
Boyle, Marvin, 583,2-2-11 71.43
Brandon, Ed, 611, 9-23-6 & 7 59.94
Bidder, Lloyd, 751, 42A-2-19 214.90
Coats, Terra, 1050,9-27-4 847
Collins, Willie B., 1125,9-15-9 53.92
Crider, Rowland L., 1278,9-15-14  57.74
Cunningham, Theodore R., 1338,9-25-7 79.65
Dibble, Ralph, 1418, 44-14 82.67
Dowst, David W., 1531,8-13-27  .46.79
Drake, Werter Lewis, 111, 1537, t2M-608 17.05
Dunbar, Ella, Estate, 1552,10-26-15 30.37
Emmert, D. Chris, 1704, 42P-2-4  356.88
Emmert, D. Chris, 1705, 8-5-7 441.03
Farris, Tremon P., Jr., 1853,7-13-15 243.92
Fike, Bobby, 1881, 10-19-16 112.49
Fike, Bobby, 1882, 10-19-17 68.70
Fike, Bobby, 1883, 10-19-15  112.49
Gammons, L. D., 2065, 9-30-1A  ..8.47
Gilbert, Vernon & Martha, 2178, 9-29-2  16.13
Grant, Virginia, 2248, 4-1-6 123.45
Rale, Mrs. Mary, 2348, 2-7-1 
'I
35.85
Harding, Bert, 2403, 9-31-16A 11.76
Hopkins, Jerry L., 2700, 41P-50  136.96
Horbuckle, William, Jr. & Sr., 2725, 9-20-1 53.92
Howard, Carl R., 2775, 41P-43 45.40
Howard, Carl R., 2776, 41P-38 29.79
Hubbard, Louise, 2793; 9-30-7 If  52.28
Hubbard, Louise, 2794,9-27-3  11.76
Hudspeth, Earl, 2800,9-30-8 .. . : . 19.43
Humphreys, Arm, 2844,3-10-8  123.46
Humphreys, Anna, 2845,9-9-13 112.49
Hynes, Aloyce & Barbara Jarrett, 2915,.9-30-15 46.79
James, Glen Dale, 2969,7-8-15 107.03
James, Kerry D., 2980,1-23-5  156.30
Karnavas, George T., 3214, 42G-12 18.62
.. King, Owen, 3330,9-31-1 .  .,..  35.85
Liberty Supermarket, 3597, 8-3-1 79.65
McGeehee, Desiree, 3925, 9-29-1 41.32
McKinney, Robert G., 3965,10-31-17.46.25
McPherson, Marion Edward, 4003,9-31-10 35.85
Mott, Kenneth, 4257, 4-11-25 198.47
Murray Alpha Tau Omega Housing Corp.,
4277, 2-8-12 & 13 594.35
Orten, Dorothy, 4465, 10-31-21   . 238.46
Palmer, Lois, 4565A, 9-24-11 30.36
Remote, Darrell P., 5012,1-18-28 253.78
Reynolds, Charles H.,5023, 4/-2 222.01
Riley, Clayton, 5076, 41P-10& 11 436.72
Roberts, Edward, 5111, 8-15A-4 68.70
Roberts, Edward, 5112, 8-15A-5   827.15
Rutledge, Havana, 5327, 9723-8  8.47 -
Rutledge, Havfma; 5328, 947-5  : 7  37
Rutledge, Pete, 5329, 7-7-15 260.34
Rutledge, Pete, Jr., 5330, 9-23-9  150.82
Skinner, John W., 5647k43-26-14 71.43
Smith, Bonnie, 5666,7-16-13  , 265.81
Spann, Joe H., 5770, 4-3-7 495.79
, Spann, Joe H., 5771, 7-13-6 'S. 660.05
i 
Spann, Joe H., 5772, 6-5-35 150.78
Spann, Joe H., 5773,3-12-25 57.73
Spann, Joe H., 5774,5-23-2 440.89
Spann, Joe H.,5775, 3-12-24 331.41
v• Spann, Joe H. 5776,3-12-26 194.58---JK, Spann, Joe H., 5777, 6-5-34  150.78
Sparks, Maggie Martin, 5778,9-29-4 7.38
Spencer, Jesse, Jr., 5797, 421)-4-13  183.65
Theta Delta Home Assoc. of Sigma Nu, Inc., 6106,3-2-15 290.36
Thomas, Kenneth W., 6118, 42M-2-1  123.52
Todd, Calvin, 6232, 41P-l05 248.18
,Todd, Calvin C., 6233, 41P-39 ,  132.44
Wallace, James Gary, 6492, 40-33B 31.91
Walls, Harold, 6517, 10-25-11 . . 13.94
Walls, Harold, 6518, 10-25-10 90.58
Walls, James, 6520,9-23-13 134.36
Walls, Wilburn, 6522;9-22-1e, 90.58
Ward, Vera, 8558,9-19-12 57.73
...,- Watson, Garry M., 6614, 1-9-14 155.18. ..1 
Wells, Oina, 6658, 7-8-5B  16.13
Wofford, Louise, 6934, Pleasant Hill Add 737
naming of streets in Ashland.
Some streets were given
numbers and some letters, but
a 17-year-old from Mon-
tgomery County had other
ideas when he was given the
job of naming some of the -
streets. John Winston Prewitt
of Mt. Sterling was sent by his
father Nelson. Prewitt to
Ashland to work' with a sur-
veying team.
The elder Prewitt was a
stockholder in the newly
formed Elizabethtown,
Lexington and Big Sandy
Railroad in 1854, according to
Armstrong writing in the
Ashland Independent and the
New York firm hired to survey
for the railroad also was
surveying for the city of
Ashland.
"Nelson decided he didn't
want John loafing around Mt.
Sterling where the family
made their home- ... his job
was carrying the chain for one
of the surveyors."
The survey completed,
there yet was the need to
namedkreets. It was late in the
day and apparently the sur-
veyor was tired and wanted to
leave., so he asked young John
Prewitt to name-the streets.
Prewitt named the street
paralleling the Ohio River
Front Street and the next one
Greenup, "for that was ,the
county in which the new city
was built."
John Prewitt named one
street "Carter" because that
county was next to Greenup
and another street Mon-
tgomery for his own county.
Armstrong thought Prewitt
named one street Bath
"because it was a short street
and a short word," but more
likely it was named for Bath
County which adjoins Mon-
tgomery.
Prewitt named one street
Lexington, "because his sister
had just married and moved
to that city."
It didn't take the Central
Kentucky youth too long to
complete his job. A main
thoroughfare he named
Winchester because it was an
important town near Mt.
Sterling, but more par-
ticularly because his girl
friend lived there.
A study of street names and
names of creeks, lanes, roads
and commUnities is a way of
rediscovering bits of local and
regional history or even
national and international
history. Pulaski County was
named for a Polish count,
Bourbon County for the House
of Bourbon of France,
Cumberland for the river and
the river foc the Duke of
Cumberland, and Fayette for
Gen. La Fayette of France.
INS
753-1916
Save up to 25%
on Any Item in
the store during
this great Coupon
Sale! Here is your









WITH PURCHASE OF S1.00 to $2.99
(Good Through May 7th)
• Min ITAWA 
WITH PURCHASE OF $10.00 to $19.99.





WITH PURCHASE OF $3.00 to $4.99
(Good Through May 7th)
• • •
THIS COUPON WORTH




WITH PURCHASE OF $30.00 to $49.99
CLIP &SAVE
THIS COUPON WORTH
WITH PURCHASE OF $100.00 and up
(Good Through May 7th)
I I  I MI11116. 1.111. •
SAVE TO $25.00 MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. You most be tompletely Satisfied
ON YOUR PURCHASE with Every Purchase or yourMonty Back
Clip these coupons and save up to $25.00 on any item in the store. You must
bring coupon to get your 2** to $25.00 discount. No restrictions, everything in
the store qualifies for coupon discounts.
ONE WEEK OF SUPER SAVINGS! -
All Coupons Good Through Saturday, May 7th!
(Only One Coupon per Purchase Please)
WE ARE NEVER UNDERSOLD!






204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
9 - 5 (M - Th)
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Schedules For The Week Of April 30 - May 6
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
.., WNGE-2
I 6 30 - Children's Gospel
7 00 Torn 8. Jerry
130 - Jobberjew
8 00 - Scooby Dos
9.30 Kroft's Supersbow
10.30 - Soul Trine ,
11:30 - Bandstand
WSIL-3 I
700- Tom 1 Jorry7:30 _363dwniew
7:55- Sriteellmuse Rock
1100 -Scoeby Do*





6: SS - Farm Digest































1030- Ilig Jibe, Uttle Joins
1100 - lami of LAS, -91411/11/
the& - hi Aber, •
12 30 Fishing Hole 11:00-Short Story11:30_00aasysaa I I :00 - land of lest
11:30- Ark II 11: 30- lids from Caper
1-00 - World of Sports
.2.30 --losing
12:30 - Racers .
1:00 king
11:30 -Kids from CAPflt
12:00-Net Fledge
12:00- Ilidsworld
12:30- Call it filocareni
12:00-RFD-TV
12:30- Atop tie FeecoPell
11:30,- Ark II




1:00 -Fen City 5 1' 1:00- Illeseball 1:00-Poky Foram5 30 - Newsweek
l :00 -11.8"."
:30 -*dill" 66 366691 4:00- Hostatell 0101 2:01- Files, 4:00- Wiritel of Sports6.00 Music Moll America. 4:00 - Famiy Affair 2:00-News Conference 3,30- News 2:30-Public Affairs7.00 Paul lyna•
8 81) 8'6"8'1 3. Hutch
9 00 Future Cop
la 00 News watch
5:30 - News
6,. cc_ Lonnronico wolk
7:00- Ilansky's leaaties
-7:30 - Fisk
4:30 - Popl Goes Coontry
5:00-Porter 
V8.18°"'

















11; 00 - Starsky 1 Hutch6:00-Hoe6:30-Sort's Nashville Haw 10:30 - "TV TV" 7:00-Mary Tyler Moore11 30 - Movie













8:00 -AN in the Fainly
5:30- Alice
9:00-Carel Lunen
12:00 - Drente T:30- Sob Nowbert -
8:00-All la the Fatally
11:30 - Mr 1 Fair
9100 - C.areil Ilernent











12:00 - Good Mows
12:30- With his Ring
12:45-News
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2 WSft-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-12
6:30- Bible Baptist 
7:00- Duo Ridge Quintet 6:50 - Farm Digest 6:00-Sunrise Semester 6:45- Weather 6:00 - Weisner Oases"7.00 - House of Worship 7:30- Doy of Discovery 7:00 - Donnie the Mimeo 7:00- Tony I Susan 1:00- Mimeses 6:30-News1:30- Amazing Grace 5:00-is.,, Robison 7:30- Jeff's Collie 7:30-Carl Tiptoe 7:30-Gospel Jubilee 7:00 - Nom= Dimeasioa8-00--lit-tie Rescols 
3:30 - Oral Roberts l:00 - Nosily& Gospel 8:00- Jimmy Swooped 8:30- Palm. Devotion 7:30- liemild of Teeth8:30 - Three Stooges 9:00-011 Tinse Gospel 8:30-Day of Discovery 8:30- Mimes Robison 9:15- Marabou Brothers 11:00- Way Out Games9:30 lies Hembard 10:90- Gilligan 9:00 -Dimensions in Faith 9:00-Oral Roberts 9:30- aside's's Gospel 5:30-Space Nuts10:30 -Woodmont Baptist 10:30 - Animals, Amitosis 9'30- ifer614 of 8r6t6 9:30-Two Rivers Baptist 10:00 -Changed lives 900 -1st Sept. award11:30- Hews Conference 11:00-I &Auswecs 10:00-Community Worship 10:30-Hour of Power 10:30-Nereid of Tenth 10:00-Camore Three17:00-Issues A Answers 47: 30-boo Tome 10:313-Minfis 11:041- Tow Church 11:00- Acme 10:30-Face the Nation12:30-Outdoors w/Dance
1:00 -Baseball
11:00- Ebony Spectrent12: 03-1r. Almost Anything




12:00- American Ufe Style
11:00-This is the Life
11:30-Limp Unto My Feet3:30-Movie
/ :00 - Guest of Arlon
12:00 - Howslong Cassidy
1:00- Virginia"
12:30- Rasketbnll 12:30-Insight 12:00-leek Up and Uwe5:30 - Wild Kingdom
1:30 -.World Tennis 5:00-News 1:00-Dragnet 12:30- ilosbeliwill6:00-Nancy Drew
7:00 - Siz Million S Mon
8:00 - Movie
10:00- Newswatch















6:00- World of Drew/
7:00-Big Event


























7:00-Big Event1200-life Hour 10:30-Dragnet 5:30-Big heat 12:00- Pth-Fien12:30-News • 11:00-Movie 10:00- Illiews 12:30-flaws.12:30- WititShis Ring 10:30-Golden Age
mismimmelnesalnemin.
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6-0C- Good Morn Am
8'00 -'Popeye
9.30 - Green Acres
9:00-Andy Griffith
9-30 - t our Own Time
10:00-Don Ho Show
10:30- Happy Days
11:00- News Center 2




1:30-One life to live
2:00--Gen'l Hosp.
2:15-General Hospital




5:30 - Aiam 126-00- Nnwswatck
.WSIL-3
7:00 -'0:inlf‘
9:00-700 Club' *ego:" .
10:30 - Happy Days
11:00 - Don No Slow




I :30 - On• life
2:15-Gen. Hospital
3:00 -lige of Night
3:30-6sesio
4:00 M- T1 MGM flee.
4:00 F- Welty, Workshop
4:30F -Quartet














11:00- Nano That Tone
11:30-The Noon Show
12:30-Diryg of Our Lives
1:30- Doctors











6f1S- Morning News '




10:00 - Danis Dare
94420- love Of life
1116, Toms And Rost
11:30- Swink For Teen
12:00N - Singing Cony.
12: 20Prit - Noon
12:30-World Terns
1: 30- Gelidity Ught














10:00- Wheel of fortune




121-30-Days of ear lives





























S:00- Tell the Truth
5:30-News
6:00-News




8.00 - Most Wanted
9:00-Feather I Feller
F0:00- Newswetek


























8:00-Test. of Two Moo
10:00 - News




1 6:3o -Pop Goes Cimmetiry
















TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 - Treasure Hunt
7:00 - Neppy Days







I 3:00 - Newrivertch -
WSIL-3
5:30 - Cartes Pete '
6:15-News
6:30-News
7:00 _ Happy Days
7:30 - Laverne 8, Shirley
COO -Eight is Enough













6:30- Tel tbe Truth
7:00-Vibe's%lie
8:00 -M•114•S'N'



























TV bUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-7
6:30 - Hollywood Squares
7.00 - Bionic Woman
5:00- Baretto



















16:30 -- lisoniFrost 1 ievt
7:00 - Grizzly Adams
18:00- Nevi"
10:00-News .
'10:30 - ToMght %Wiwi
12'D° Tc""17..ew
WTVF-S
6:30 - Tel the Truth
7:00-Good Times







6:30 - Nashville Music 6:00 - News
7:00-Grizzly Adams 6:30-Price is Right
8:00-CP0 Sharkey 7:00 - Geed 11snes
. 8:30- Movie :00-Movie
10:00-Mews 111:00- News





TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY •
WNGI-2
6:30 - Nome The Tune
7.00 - 'totter
7:30 - What's Happening
8:00 - Berney Miller
8:30 - Tony 141•411111
9:00 _Sts. of San Fran.
10:00- Newsweek
10:30-Nary Hartman
11:00-S W. A T .
12:30 PTL Club
. WSIL-3





8:00 - Barney Miller
1:30- Tony Randall •





7:00 - Pock Sheep
8:00 -Rickard Pryoei
9:00 - Chevy Chase
10:00- News






























0 2:30- Newsweek - 12:00-News . 
•
_ TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:30_ Nashville on toed










6: 75 - News
6:30-News













in; 30 _ ',wool %goo
P2:00- Tomorrow
WTVF-5











7 :00 _ union, a sem



















PROGRAM SCHEDULE CHANNEL 11
May 2 ,to 6
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY . THURSDAYTIME ' May 2 My 3 Mty Li May 5
472s3__Ea•-onsign-on sign-on s gn -on s n -on 4-72-4--- The Word e Word The Word- -The-Word The ordAfternoon Afternoon
Devotional Devotional Devotional Sevotional4:30 A Better Human Knock-Knock- -14ilestones of Quest forWay Dimension Progress Adventure:075-77.71)CU FOCUS--------FOUUS FOCUS FOCUS :30 Newl 4,1 ews 11 News Tl WOW News IV 00 LaciTes Film Travelure
Da 





















1. Representatives from Speech and Theatre
2. Representatives from Murray City Schools
r. Jim Johnson, Secretary of Chamber of Commerce
2. Book review
I, MSU Economist, Dan Harrison
2. History ih Perspective
1. Culture through Foreign Language
2. MSU Political Scientist
I. Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner
2. Rev. Jerry Hendley, •
whms_fin.
11.111MAA21
7 p. M. n..."Juvenile Justice &
Juvenile Justice" Kenneth Wooden, a
man who has himself been through our
juvenile justice system, talks about
juvenile jostles; and the conditions in the
institutions to which youthful offenders
are sent
9~NrAteftM
r. w. LOC 0•••• Clasp Gioaerhino-
Rossini's "La Cenerentola" is pee-
funned
6 30 p a. TN Gam sm. "The String Rob-
bales"
kw*. tim 1
1p.Voices la lb* Mal Oscar Brand tiros
a few pages in the chapter on film-
making. Guest include Peter Guber, film
producer, who tells movie critic Tom
Shales how he transformed Peter Den-
duty's book "The Deep" into a novel,
Other guest include Hollywood collets-
rust James Bacon, composer-arranger
Virgil Thomson, and author Joan
Vtellen
s p. hiss 000494 VSA "Mariposa Folk
Festival ( Part 21"
Alealpy, flop -
IC • a. Isseate 91 The first hour of
tuniOt's program is an album feature
hour made possible by a grant from
Marna Nature's.
1•••••y, May
p. a. 11.91•••1 Tow. lbw* "How
Eulogistic is the Washington Press
.thout the New Administration''
p. a. Okape Spaphasp Ordwara• -The
Damnation of Faust, Opus 24"
bromidic Legend in-four parts) is per-
fo-msed.
Nay 4
7 p. Salim "Carter's New Energy
Policy" .-
5p. a. NM ember an Pianist Anton Kuer-
ti performs selections by Schubert and
Beethoven.
thmoirtans
p.' alioircajim IP% Mamie& Portions bl•
the 1977 All-Caingus Sing will be this
evening's program.
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Ann-Margret joins the cast of
Neil Silhon's "The Cheap
Detective," replacing Lily
Tomlin. •-,
Peter Falk plays the* title
role in the Columbia Picture,
with such costars as Louise
Fletcher, Madeline Kahn,
Marsha Mason, Stockard
Channing and Eileen Bren-
nan. Miss Tomlin was unable
to appear because' her one-
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by J. D. Lancaster
The state of Georgia and
Capricorn records have a lot
to be proud of in the form of
rock music. Tragedy swourred
recently to Capricorn records
due to the Allman Brothers
break-up; however, it may be
for the best because from the
ashes of The Allman Brothers
Band we now have two bands -
one by Dickie Betts and the
other by Capricorn's new and
rising star -Sea Level. Today,
we will look at two of the
labels top artists - Sea Level
and a "Hometown Boy That
Makes Good" - Elvin Bishop.
Sea Level
Sea Level started while.
Drummer, Jai Johanny
Johanson, keyboards, Chuck
Leaven, and Bass guitarist,.
Lamar Williams were in the
Allman Brothers band.
Usually the three were found
jamming backstage prior to a
concert or during afternoon
sound checks. When the band
was not touring, the three
would get together to
rehearse, often playing tht
kind of music they liked best.
"It was a very gradual thing,"
says Chuck Leaven. "That's
what made it so good. It was
for pleasure and the sake of
music rather than to make
money." During this time,
they met Jimmy Nails, their





MO/ alga •••••• IMMO •••= di•O: •
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During the summer of 1976,
the three auditioned several
guitarists, but nothing really
clicked. Then Chuck-- thought
about Jimmy Nails. "Chuck
called me explained
Jimmy, "and said, 'Hey,
we've got this idea - come on
down and check it out. We've
got some songs, we've got a
name for the band, and we've
got some gigs to play. We
might be able to do a record."
Jimmy came down, played
about-three songs, and the
band knew it was there.
In October, 1976, they en-
tered Capricorn sound Studios
with protlucer Stewart Levine
and the result was eight songs
which made their first album.
The album is different from-
the usual rock group in that it
combines country rock, rhyth-
m and blues and jazz. The
result is great keyboards by
Chuck Leaven and fantastic
jamming on the drums and
guitars from the other three
members of the group.
I was especially impressed
with the keyboards on ."Rain
In Spain" and the great jazz
randition of the Simon and
Garfunkel hit, "Scarborough
Fair." I did not care for the
warped sounding -piano in
"Nothing Matters But The
Fever." Overall, the cuts on
the album were excellent and
shows a new direction for the
group as well as their previous
'Streets,' Bionic Woman Won't
Return To ABC In Next Season
LOS ANGELES (API-
ABC's "Streets of San
Francisco" and "Bionic
Woman" won't be back on
television next fall, nor will
"Most Wanted," "Dog and
Cat," "Blansky's Beauties"
and "The Tony Randall
Show."
All were canceled on
Monday as ABC became the
first of the three television
networks to make public its
lineup of evening shows
scheduled for the new season
in September.
ABC also said its "Captain
and Tennille" and "Brady
Bunch" variety shows are
being taken off as weekly
series, but will continue next
fall as occasional specials
aired at various times.
The network announced six
new series for next season,
five of them comedies. The
sixth is a Thursday variety
show starring comedian Redd
Foil, who is leaving NBC's hit
-Sanford and Son" after this
season.
Two of the new comedies
are hourlong shows, "San
Pedro Bums," about five high-
spirited young men, and
-Love Boat," a luxury liner
series starring Gavin McLeod,
who for seven seasons played
a newsvrriter on CBS' "Mary
Tyler Moore Show." •




ABC says, "are as complex as
those in a Russian novel."
-"Operation Petticoat,"
based on the 1959 Gary Grant
movie about a submarine
skipper and a boatload of
Army nurses in World War H.
The series stars John Astin as
the skipper.
-"Carter Country,"
starring Victor French as a
white police chief in the South
and Kene Holiday as his black
deputy from New York.
ABC also said it plans to air
"Washington, D.C.," a 12-hour
series loosely based on -The
Company,'„' the novel by
former Nixon White House
aide John D. Ehrlichman,
convicted in 1975 on Watergate
cover-up charges.
The network said no date
has been set yet for the
telecast of that show or for a
10-part showing .of another
miniseries, "How the West
Was Won," starring James
Arness.
In announcing its 'II
Did You Know 
KeNucky Educational Tele-
vision programs 13 transmit-
ters and seven translators
from a 35000-square foot
network center in Lexington?
scheduled, ABC also said it
was moving five of its,
returning shows to new time
periods. However, other
changes may be made when
NBC and CBS -make public
their new program schedules.
NBC said its fall schedule
will be announced the first
week in May, while CBS said it
will announce its new schedule
on May 8. '
aperience with the Allman
Brothers Band.
Elvin Bishop-
Pelts' one of the wildest
artists in the Capricorn artists
is the phenominal Elvin
Bishop who has turned out
several gold singles and
records, and whose latest lp is
"Hometown Boy- Makes
Good."
Elvin came to Capricorn
records in Macon, Ga. in 1974
and hit it big with his "Let It
Flow" album. The second
album, "Juke Joint Hip" was
fair but his coming out party
occurred with "Struttin' My
Stuff" which contained the.hit
single "Fooled Around."
"Hometown Boy Makes
-Good" has several good tunes
on it and even al little disco
such as the "D. C. Strut" and
"Twist and Shout." Of course,
you have your typical Elvin
Bishop tunes such as "Sugar
Dumplin" and "Give It Up."
With combinations like these,
you just can't lose. We will
probably. be hearing a lot
more from Elvin in future
releases.
Next: The greatest in
southern soul - Alabama's
Commodores and Atlanta's
Gladys Knight and the Pips.
A Man And A Woman
No, this is not the famous
movie soundtrack that came
out several years ago - it is the
famous concert at the Fox
Theatre in Atlanta that
brought Dionne Warwick and
Isaac Hayes in a dynamic 2 lp
set live concert. However, the
charts have been very unfair
to the duo:
The album is a surprise
because the two blend
beautifully in such cuts as
"Unity," and "Feeling - My
Eyes Adored You." Not only
that, but the introductions
cause the album to move.
Orchestration and backup
vocals are superb and do not
drown out the duo.
The medley of songs and the
famed "Chocc'Ae Chip" cut
really sets the audience on tire
and is a great way to wind up





-A Retrospective'. Firesign -Ear Candy-
Theater
-Just Folks'
All The Newest Releases First!
Check with us on our new silipment, in today, of
new releases not yet on
The Largest Selection of Tapes and Albums in this area
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-51145
1
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• Calloway County needs algood family man
for Sheriff, and your Sheriff needs a wife who
understands the demands of the job, such as
being on duty day and night. My wife, Retta,
has gained through experience the
knowledge that the Office of Sheriff is of that
type. I humbly ask that you give rue the chan-
ce to serve you as Sheriff, as I have as Chief
Deputy.
I pledge full and understanding service to
each person in this community, and pledge to
carry out, and enforce the law to the best of
my ability. There Will be no lavoritism, no
waste, and as little inefficiency as possible. I
have the training...you have the vote. Let's get
together and make this a bigger and better
community.
If you don't. know DAVID BALENTINE, I in-
vite you to make inquiry, even of those that I
have arrested. I am proud of my-record, and








70-Year Old Man Lives One
Day At A Time In Nebraska
UNION, Neb. ( AP ) — He
knows just about all 280 of the
people in this town, aricrall
their comings and goings, so
when a hearse drove by,
slowly, with its lights on,
Chester Chappell was puzzled.
"I wonder who that could
be?" he said. He fell silent for
a moment, then smiled
through his scraggly, tobacco
stained beard.
They use to smutgle
whiskey that way. Put it in a
hearse and drive it right down
the highwa) . That was during
the time you couldn't buy legal
whiskey."
Chester Chappell is as
central a figure in this village
as the red .brick firehouse —
he remembers 'when it was a
harness shop — or the Wan-
der-In beer joint and pool hall,
the stone steps of which
provide .the vantage point
where this rumpled old man of
70 gets his daily view of the
world.
Customers at the Wander-In
gifeet him cordially, school
children call out "Hi, Ches!"
as they hurry by, men in
overalLS wave from passing
pickup trucks..
If no one chooses to chat
with him he sits silently
without complaint. When the
day is done, when all the
children gave gone home,
when the shop doors are
•closed and locked, when the
last train has been noted and
its freight cars counted,
Chester Chappell climbs the
hill to his windowless hovel.
It ain't the best place to
live, but it will do me. It was
an old jailhouse at one time.
The town knows I'm here but
there is no rent on it or
nothing. I carry my own water
and I carry my wood and I
make out all right."
In the morning he will be
back on he stone steps, ob-
serving thid reminiscing with
anyone who will listen.
"I've worked all around. I
worked in tre rock quarry and
loaded trucks by hand. I
farmed. I put up bundles and
shocked grain for $3 a day.
Wasn't any big money in those
days.
"I cut wood. I cut off my
finger in a buzz saw cutting
wood. Didn't even feel it. I
went over to 'Jenny Moore's
bar in Nehawka and got a big
nip and it didn't even bother
me.
"I worked all up in Min-
nesota and the Dakotas. Just
took what jobs I could get.
I hopped trains and went south
to work too. Some trainmen
would let you ride and some
wouldn't. You had to know
which.
"Those were hard times but
they weren't all bad times. I
kind of enjoyed just taking off
and not saying nothing,
corning back when I chose.
•
I've always been alone. I
never married."
The hearse returned, lights
off, and suddenly in the middle
of the street turned around
and returned to the cemetery.
• "Forgot the flowers,"
'Chester Chappell said with
authority. "Couldn't be
anything else. That's the
second time I've seen that
happen. But I still can't figure
out who died."
The hearse returned a
second time. It was filled with
flowers.
"What did I tell you."
The old man shifted on the
stone steps. He contemplated
going to the cafe for a san-
dwich. Finally he decided,
yes, thft's what he would do,
he woultgo have a sandwich.
"Tomorrow? No, I don'
think about what I'm going to





— A mother of two children
has designed a T-shirt that she
hopes will safeguard children
in this Detroit suburb, where
seven youngsters have been
abducted and slain in the past
15 months.
The words "I Don't Talk To
Strangers" are printed on the
T-shirts created by Francine
Gold, 35, a former kin-
dergarten teacher, who has
two , children . in Oakland
County schools.
"I started thinking about.
ways to keep the message out
in front of people and it strut*
me that children do identify
with messages and heroes and
personalities on T-shirts,"
Mrs. Gold said Thursday.
A department store has
agreed to stock 3,000 of the
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Since January- 1976, seven
youngsters have disappeared
and been found dead in crimes
that began or ended in
Oakland County north of
Detroit. Officials froln 50
police departments have
joined to investigate the
murders. Authorities believe
four of the seven children
were abducted and slain by
the same person.
The latest victim, Timothy
King, 11, of Birmingham,
disappeared about a week
after he told his mother he
would never go with a
stranger.
Timothy was last seen
March 16 talking to a man in a
parking lot behind a store
where he had gone to buy
candy. His body was found
March 23 along a dirt road 16
miles away.
"That particular kidnaping
touched me," said Mrs. Gold.
"It struck me that the little
boy was very much aware of
the dangers of going with
someone he didn't know.
"The little boy seemed to be
unapproachable, yet he went
with someone. It did start me
thinking about what you can
do to keep the message fresh
in children's Minds when
other publicity dies down."
GUEST SPEAKER AND COMMITTEE—Richard Lewis, left, guest speaker at the annual
Secretaries Banquet, talks with chapter president Faye Wells (standing) and Secretaries
Week committee chairmen Anita Thomas, CPS, and Wanda Hendon.





Registration for the first _
Calloway County Public
School Kindergarten will be
held May 2 and 3 from nine
a.m. to two p.m. at the
Calloway County Board of
Education Office, located at
2110 College Farm Road, next
door to Calloway' County High
School, according to Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent of
Calloway Schools.
Parents are requested to
bring the child's health
records with them for the
registration which will be on a
first-come, first-served basis
as to the completing of the
enrollment for the kin-
dergarten program to be
located in the Early Childhood
Education Center, former




Federal State Market News Service
April 29, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipts- Act 644 Est 1400 Barrows &
Gilts mostly steady - 25 lower Sows
about steady
" US 1-2 200-230 1 bs 13775-3600
US 1-3260-240 lbs $37 50-3775
US 2-4 240-280 lie   137 00-37 50
US 34 280-280 lbs  836 25-37 00
Sows
US 1-2 270-35011w 131 00-32 00
US 1-3 300-450 Ibis 132 00-3390
US 1-3 450-830 lbs $33 0033 50 few 34 00
US$-3300-000 lb!  $30 00-31 OD
Boars 21 00.2600
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A KISS FOR THE WINNER-1977 Secretary of the year.
Annie Nance, left, receives congratulations and her




THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY. ,
CALLOWAY Circuit Court
PEOPLES BANK, OF MURRAY, KY. Plaintiff,
VERSUS EDWARD ROBERTS, INDIVIDUAL] Y,
AND EDWARD ROBERTS, d/b/a INTERIORS BY
EDWARD, ET AL Defendant.
1 
' NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a-- judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the January 14
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the sum of
Two - Thousand Seven Hundred Thirty and 43/100
($2,730.43) Dollars, and its cost therein I shall proceed
to offer for sale to the highest bidder, at public-auction
the 9th day of May 1977, at 10:00 O'clock A.M., or
thereabout, for cash, the following described property,
to-wit:
One 1974 Dodge van truck, ser. # B284.,F4X030830;
The sale will be held at the former location of Interiors
by Edward, on Sunbury Chfcle, Murray, Kentucky. The
Dodge van truck may be inspected from 9.30 to 10700
A.M. on day of sale.
. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank I. Ryan




Purdom and Thurn"an -Ro:,11 oa ti
GENERAL VS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
Buying «mmercial real
estate differs in one recur.< 1
trorn busing 4 tamils home
the lime and opportunity
may be right to buy a pier e
ut commercial property hut
one buyer miss not be af:le
to raise enough money In
this (ase. additional mimes
may be found As forming a
partnership with one or
more other persons is ho
will share the financial load.
There are two kinds or par-
tnership arrangemetns The
general partnership and the.
limited partnership The
hasu difference is in the
degree of financial respon-
...baits In a general part-
nership. all p.artners share in
profits and losses. There is
no %mil ol
Vs dh thi• linided part
nership one io.ertner flu 0
he a general pJetner hut tlic
limited petrtner
limited to the- ,rnotin, Ii.-
has tn,e‘teft •Uf .,•ur
LIK VP/ dth tn th.•
a,'ea hi, our I ii teti.ene
and Into; .441 ileirw,
( onsulting with peopii
afkout their real estate need
is our spy. alt s 1)rett) hs PU,
dOrn & Thurman On the
ourt .square or call FA!
MoTyle; -44- 44;1 Of 'it
89;8 W.. re here tii help'
,






Design, eteitidde in vinyl,
fiberglass, end stainless
steel. .residinniel if teas-
TOICial Prices fir s can-
plet•d pool start •t











South 16th. Street. 753-
3855. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens.








































on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-













ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AN6 NOTIFY US PROM




homeowners irf the gen.
seal area will be given the
opportunity of haying now
DuPont Tedlar House Siding
applied to thesir horn* with
optional decorative work or
1
a very low cost. •
Premium 30 Siding has a non
pro rated - Tranderabk. - 40
Yoe/Guarantee This amaz-
ing new product has cop- I
hired the interest of home-
owners throughout the
United States who ore fed
 up with constant pointing
-. and other mointsinanc•
cests. It will last you a life-
time and provides full in-
sulation summer and win-
ter, as well as fire protec-
tion. Our new product con
be 1/141(1 over every type of
home. including 'frame. con-
crete block, asbestos.' 'risc-
o co, etc. 11 comas in a choice
of colors and is now going to
ii. lasnalmail ft As. Cailftery
users Mae Tim ibm
can be a show place in the
county and we will make it
, worth your while if we con
us* your home for advertis-
ing. For an appointment.










Please give cluectt& is.
Morning. Noon or timing
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra .
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking














1975 Chevrolet Van, fatly equipped.
1974 Ford Pinto, 2 door, double power and air,
new car trade in.
1973 Ford Torino, 4 door, new car trade in. ---
1972 Oldsmobile Cutlass, new car trade in.
1972 Pontiac Catalina, 4 dooroew car trade in.
_
1975 Buick Skylark, new car trade in.
1977 Pontiac Bonneville Demonstrator, 4 door,
all the extras.
1977 Pontiac Lemans Coupe Liarnonstrator,
loaded.
1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon Demonstrator, has
hatch roof and all extras.
PURDOM
Olds - Pontiac caliwg
'Masao., Clawameis Are Ow
Maw Cooseene








Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
LARRY • GARAGE,
mechanic on duty 8-6 p.
m., 6'days a week. Tires
changed, oil changes &
tubes, and ac. welding,
on Hwy. 94 East next to
Morris Grocery.






Sink* Soong baptist Church
Bus Driver For May,
Jerry Windsor, 753-
.7944.
GOD INOWS YOU. Do -
you know him? May I
have the honor of in-
troducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 753-




leading to guilt and
conviction of person
who took the two wheel
grinder on large board






HURay .. -Joe Bailey and Linda Dill
of the indoor FLEA
• MARKET Dover, TN
said to: Bring your
items to sell while space
is available. Many
people already taking


















One dozen free with




AT TATE'S House of
Antiques, Highway 54
West, Paris. End of
month sale, 20 per cent
discount on glass, china,
etc. 10 per cent off on
furniture. Come visit
one of Tennessee Finest
Shops. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Call 901-642-7258.




AID Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar Street, Benton,
Ky. Phone 527-8463.
YOU HAY! 1111 OPPORTUNITY
TO Gm TO TN! COMMUNITY
18000 BANK TODAY.
For Appointment call 153-
5131
 •••
3 Card 01 Thanks
I WOULD LIKE to ex-
press my ,thanks to the
many friends and neigh-
bors for their kindness
and sympathy shown
during the passing of my
wife, Edna L. Dunstan.
William T. Dunstan.
5 Lost And Found









NTS For the eleventh
consecutive year
Electra Lux is of-
fering summer part-















at 111 South 6th
Street, Paducah,
Kentucky or call 443-
6460.
WANTED - 2 apprentice
sheet metal workers.
Apply in person Freed




dentist. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32 M.
WANTED: BABYSIT-




person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This As
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-






















Race? A business of
your own can help in-
come keep up with
outgo. For less than
$50.00 gets you started.
Call 753-3763 and get the
whoje story.
LADY TO CLEAN




Full and Part Time
jobs now available.















line. Located on one
acre of ground on -High-
way in Southeast MO.
Contact Byerfinder,
Sikeston, MO.
14 Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE TO BUY a
few pieces of Royal
Letter China. Number
1794 'Germany - U.S.
Zone. Phone 492-8380.
FEATHERBEDS GoOte. -
Pay $8.00 each until
April 30th. Call 753-7462
after 5 p. m.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WANTED - baby bed. Call
474-8831.
PLATE GLASS
showcase, any size or
any condition. Call 753-
1836.
WANTED - Play pen. Call
753-7884.
TRAILER FOR large 18'
boat. Call 753-9641.
WANTED - MAHOGANY
china closet or break-
front. Call 436-2289.
15. Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767. '
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders, 6 ft. step, $14.88.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
3,•1 H.P. Glison Tiller, one
year old. Call 435-4276
after 5 p.m.
STOVE, $175. Portable






SAVE ON lawn mowers,
push, self-propelled,
rear bagger and high
wheel. We buy factory
direct and pass savings
on to you. Tidwell Lawn'
and Garden Equipment,
303 Main, Hazel, Ky. 492-
8147.
CLEANINGEST CAR-
PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big




first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
Sale $6.00 per. gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.





sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
REBUILT LAWN
mowers. $25 and up. K
and H Repair, 94 East.
GRASS HOG cuts grass






pressor. With 55 gallon
tank. $600. Call 474-8855.
USED 12,000 BTU
Frigidaire air Condition
and good Texas western
saddle. Call 753-6085.
UTILITY TRAILER, two




prints by Bill Ganstaff
Prints currently being
sold are rapidly going
up. Have a few for sale.
Call 753-9672 after 6 p.m.
USED AIR CON-
DITIONER. We also buy
used air conclIlloners.




15 Articles for Sale
SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.





Retail $120. Sell for $75.




foam mattress. $15. Call
753-5051.
KIRILSEY USED Fur-




WE BUY AND SELL used
furniture. Nip N Tuck
Uphostery and Useo
Furniture. 31/2 miles










$45.00. We rebuild your




machine, like new, with
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other attachments,




MENT. 1,000 and 1,450
gallon NH3 nurse tanks
with or without wagons.
New and used toolbar
and tank type NH3
applicators. An
assortment of new and
used NH3, liquid, and
LP gas storage tanks.
James L. Kellett Co.,





bed with loading ramps,
$21,000. Call 753-3000




,345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing






boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet bats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
161/2' RIVIERA cruiser
pontoon boat. Call 436-
2587.
18 F. -CONVERTIBLE
cruiser with 125 h.p.
outboard motor. Must
sacrifice moving out of
State. Priced to sell
quickly. Call 753-2957.
POOL TABLES,
Comerical, 800 lb. slate
bed, delivered and set
up with all equipment.
From $650.00. Seven
models on display many
others available. Also
coin operated tables.
Milan Pool Tables sales.
901-686-1177.
11/2 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
20 Sports Equipment
11' FIBERGLASS boat, 7
ft. wide, $150 or will
trade. One 14' aluminum
fishing boat, 10 h.p.
Evinrude motor. $495.
One 8 foot plywood skiff:
625- Call 436-6570.
HOUSE BOAT. Call 753-
8056.
BEAUTIFUL 16'
Glastron tri-hull with 115
Johnson. Call 753-2932.
1973 14 FT. jon boat and
trailer with 1974 20 horse










seen at Carl's Cor-
ner or call 753-




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across













& Pest Control100 South 13*
24 Miscellaneous
SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S
engines. 3 h.p., $179.95. '
h.p. $199.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.




SINGER ZIG ZAG sewing
machine, color TV.,
black and white T.V.,










with glass doors and
mesh drawn screen. All




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








take up small monthly
payments on color TV. J
dr B Music, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-7575.
FOR SALE - F anon CB
Radio - 23 Channel.
Signal Kicker antenna
brand new. $60. Call 753-
8769 after 5:00.
26 TV Radio
SONY TC - 580 reel to reel
tape deck, Sansui NA-
500 reverberation
amplifier, Spny ECM 21
microphones, 2. Will sell
as unit or separately.
Call 753-3366 or 762-4468




tube with 18 month
warranty. 8250.00 or will
trade. Call 753-6496.
27 Mobile Home Sales
DOUBLE WIDE mobile
home, set up in Riviera.
Unfurnished. -Will
consider a trade, as a
down payment. Call 753-
3672.




central gas heat, central
air, underpinned,
hurricane straps, set-up
at Fox Meadows. Take









1974 LAFAYETTE 12 x
65. Two. bedroom, 2
baths, washer and,
dryer. Super nice. See at
Riviera Cts. or call 753-
3280.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
CalL 7534280.
31 Want To Rent
RETIRED WIDOW needs
2 bedroom apartment or
house. Call 753-4515.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED ONE
bedroom apartment.





32 Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM
apartment, all carpeted,
range, • - refrigerator,.
disposal, private patio.
Call 753-7550.
34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, two
-.bath brick home, with
large back yard and
garden plot. One block
from Campus. Available
June 1, 1977. Call 753:..,
4678.
LARGE FURNISHED
house near college for 3
or 4 girls or boys. Call
753-2967 after 3 p.m.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20x60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR LEASE - four








NICE MOSS BRED open
- gilts, Hampshire.,
Duroc, and Yorkshire.
Also boars. Call 753-9390.
U. _
FARMERS UYESTOCK
Cattle Sale every Wed-
nesday. Will inspect
your cattle on your
farm. Contact Bobby








Shepherd, 5 years old.- •


















Your Vote and Influence
Appreciated
Political ad paid for by the candidate
840 Coldwater
Road
PRICE REDUCED - A good opportunity
for business and a four bedroom nice
apartment. Washer, dryer and 2 air con-
ditioners. Gas heat. One block from
college campus. 753-4701.
FOUR SEASONS NURSERY
Hwy. 641 N. (5 miles N. of Murray) Almo, Ky.
BEDDING PLANTS: Petunias, Begonias, im-
patiens, Coleus. etc. Also Tomato and Pep-
per Plants.
GERANIUMS: Red, Pink, and Violet
Hanging Baskets: Vines, Ferns, anti Flowering
Plants
Open Mon.-Sat.:1 AM-5









































































10 GALLON FISH tank.




dogs, male and female, 3
years old. Also 1 male
Pekingese 8 months old.
Beautiful AKC
registered Schnauzer
puppy, 9 weeks old. Call
753-4469 after 6 p.m.
39 Po Jurr Suppiles
PEAFOWL FOR sale.











prices on Saturday. 1635
Farmer Ave.
FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale. April 30. 1304 South
16th. In case of rain, be
held inside garage. 8-?.
CARPORT SALE at 19th
and College Farm Road.
Friday and Saturday
from 7 a.m. until ?
COME TO THE Little
Red Barn Yard Sale.
Friday 29 and Saturday
0th. Clothes, dishes,
'furniture and junk. Four




Friday and Saturday. 9






and Sunday. 8:30 til ?
Womerts clothing, 10-12,
mens clothing, 31-33.
Like new. On 94 East by
Welches. C.oncrete,
PUBLIC SALE - 104
Williams Ave. Off Math
and 17th. Friday and
Saturday. April 29 and
30. 9 a.m. fill dark.
Womens clothing,
bottles, dishes, old
- chair, table, baby bed,
books, etc.
FOUR PARTY Yard




and many other items.
Saturday, April 30th, 7-6.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, Saturday,
30th. 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. 502
South 11th. Boys
clothes, baby clothes,
glassware, toys and VW
trailer hitch, 'many
other miscellaneous
items. In case of rain
will be postponed.
YARD SALE - Saturday,
8-3. Plants, pets, toys,
clothing, etc. 1606 Sunset
Dr.
CARPORT SALE - 6
party. Saturday 30th.
1803 College Farm Rd. 8






YARD SALE from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Saturday April










American Legion Hall. 9
a.m. 1o3 p.m. Books,
household items,
clothes, odds and ends.
PORCH SALE - Friday
and Saturday. 301N. 4th.
Rath or Shinre. Baby
iterhs, boots, jewelry,.
furniture, toys, albums,
ladies clothes, size 9-10
and other items.
THREE PARTY Yard







dolls, and toys, fishing
equipment, odds and'
ends.
GARAGE SALE- 2 party.
Three bicycles, mat-
tresses, dog houses,
sofas, men, women and
childrens clothing, toys,
records, books, and lots
of goodies. Thursday, 8-
12. Friday 124, .Satur-
day 7:30 - 3. 1704
Audubon Drive. Second
street south of Murray
High School.
GIGANTIC Garage Sale.
109 N. 17th, Friday and
Saturday, 29 and 30






Da Murray Nigh Tuns Vtbo Caro Dab is span-
serial a carwash Saturday, April 30, from 10:00
cm. til 3:00 p.m. Outside of car will cost LSO. In-
side and outside will be 2.50. It wIN he leautod at





$423.04 op, Mewed. rowdy to en. Abe proud, yew WU, es
low os $300.00. s II or to 24 x 60 stontlard, bet will prison
wry Ms needed. Rey IS. best fer kiss
CUSTOM SORT PORTABLE SUILDINGS 753-0914
Lovs Is..
Security, beauty and comfort for your family, it's aN here
in this distinctive home. 3 large bedrooms, 2 baths, break-
fast room, carpeted Great Roorn with impressive











Home has many ,put-
standing features, in-































located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with-house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent op-
portunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
NICE DUPLEX at 607
Elm Street. On large lot,
close to downtown,
church, grocery,
hospital and school. If
you want nice home with
income, call today for
appointment. Good
building lot in Camelot
Subdivision, for only
$3,250. Call Galloway









LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice





NEW LISTING 4 miles
from Murray. This 2
bedroom home is in good
condition and priced to
sell quick. $13,900.
Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for full-
time competent real
estate service.
220 ACRE FARM only, 2
miles from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
Many fine building sites.
John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
•
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1977 FORD RANGER, 4
wheel drive, selling due





350 4 speed, tach, tilt-
telescopic wheel, AM-
FM Stereo tape, air and
power. Red on Red:
Chrome side pipes. Call
437-4606 after 4 p. m. If
no answer, call 354-8222.




*01969 GRAND PRIX. Nice
  car. $750. Call 753-5566.
II I WONDER IF IT/5 INSULATE'?" 1969 OPAL. Has 4 new
tires, and in good con-
dition. Call after 5, 753-
8227.





distance of town and
shopping. Ideal for
widow or retired couple.
Call 753-6118 or 753-9036
for details.
TWO BEDROOM HOME
in Lynn Grove area.
Built-in appliances,
carpeted throughout.
• Price reduced. Call 435-
4428.
BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
brick near college. Low
30's. Two baths, carpet,
central air and heat.
Call 753-7166 after 4 p.
rn.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home with 12
acres and permanent
pasture and fence. Has a
real nice barn. A good









beautiful wooded lot or;
--Highway 641 2% miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy. efficient heat
own]) and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
BRICK HOUSE on High
way 94 West. Outside
city limits. Three large
bedrooms, formal living
room, dining room,
foyer, kitchen, den, two
tile baths, utility, double
garage. Plus outside
garage. Call 753-0777.
MODERN well kept 4
bedroom home on
acreage, 3 miles from
Murray. Fruit trees,
garden and plenty of
shade. Low 30's. Call
753-7620.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM




area and den with
fireplace. Call 753-3903.
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE house for starter
or retirement. 'Enjoy
country iving, 2 miles
fr
bedtr -Itrick with
large yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.















storage area; access to
boat launching. Call 753-
4574 or 436-5516.
47 Motorcycles
1976 KM 125 Suzuki. Very
good condition. Call 753-
3557 after 5 p.m.
1974 YAMAHA 250 MX.
Like new, riden about 20
hours. Excellent con-
dition. Call 437-4606 after
4p. m. If no answer, call
354-8222.
YAMAHA 500, like new
loaded with extras. Call
753-3672.
1971 FORD MAVERICK 4
door, low mileage, very
good condition. Good
gas economy. Call 753-
7620.
1973 VEGA, body and
interior good shape.
Motor needs work. Call
436-5899.
1976 GRAND PRIX SJ.
10,000 actual miles. Like
new. Call 753-4705.
1975 HONDA CL 360, 8800. 
1973 Honda CL 350. 8475. 1976 BUICK RegaT, like
Two cycle trailer, 875. new. Loaded with
Call 753-8193. goodies. Call 753-1590.
1973 756 YAMAHA
Motorcycle for sale or
trade. Call 436-2305 after
5p.m.
1976 400 YAMAHA, like
new. Helmet included.




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p m If no an-
swer, call 354-8222.
1972 SILVER DATSUN
240 Z. Call 753-7322.
1968 CHEVY, 8300. Call
753-7387.4-
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air. power






1969 CHEVY. Has new
motor. Call 7534716.
1973 JEEP PICKUP, 4
wheel drive, V-8,
straight shift with air,






1974 CJ5 JEEP for sale.
Call 753-8674 after 5 p.m.
1976 TOYOTA Celica, lift
back, 5 speed, air, AM











work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween_kaird 7 p m.
1969 FORD PICKUP
TRUCK. Call Ralph
. Darnell 753-3917 after 4
p.m.
-------
1968 VW - orange, good
tires, good condition.
$750. Call 753-4015. Only
interested callers.
1974 VEGA automatic




1975 FOUR WHEEL drive
Plymouth trail duster.
Call 753-8158.
1960 CHEVY 3,4 ton
pickup. Call 753-5184.
1973 DATSUN, 240 Z. Red.
Call 753-0379 after 6.
1972 PENTO wagon.
Automatic, and air.
Good condition. Call 753-
4340.
MINT CONDITION. 1954
Nash Farina, 4 door with
46,000 original miles.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
1970 FORD MAVERICK,






steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
$3000. Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
1965 LII6C01.11, 1966 Mir.
clay Weise. Geed tee-
&We. GM 753-2594 after 9
1972 PLYMOUTH Gold
Duster - 6 cylinder -
automatic. Has Rocket






after 6. Must sell.
50 Campers
16"rRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904
TRAVEL TRAILER- 24'.
Call 753-8072.
20 FT. • CAMPER, self-
contained, bath, air,
canopy, sleep 6. 1969
Chevrolet truck,
automatic, 350 motor,
with camper top, power
brakes and steering.
Complete hookup' to pull
camper. Call 753-6070
after 5 p.m.
1961 FORD BUS camper
Completely furnished
Call 474-2286 or 474-2294.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.














• master plumber. Alm°,
Ky. 753-8549,
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
ELECTRICAL WIRING





by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime






Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.







and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
GET YOUR HOME








FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.





ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES cut, or












94rtrictiOn • Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Pactucaft y.
42001. Phone 'day or
night 442-7026.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be






windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
K AND II REPAIR - 34
East. Phone 753-3323
lawn mower and small
engine. I day service.

















work needs call John












WILL MOW YARDS and
other work. Please call
753-5894 aftes 4 p. m.
WILL HALJL LIME or




of any kind. Phone 753-
9753.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and










WILL STAY with elderly .
people from 7-4. Call 435-
4169.












Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-6420712.
WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage in
country. At the lowest



















FREE - Eight week old
part collie puppy. Male.
Very cute and sweet
Will make a lovely pet




*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SAll
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSME 1 s
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
The City of Murray Street Department tall
receive bids until May 10, 1977, 5:00 p.m. ,on ffe
following items:
1. Concrete for 5,• 5% and 6 bag mix per cObie
yard (Concrete will consist of Size 68 Aggregate
2. White Rock - DGA - #57 - #78 - 9W- Mem-
phis Ripliap (Bid to include a delivered to site
and pick-up at plant price per ton)
3. Curbs and Gutters per Linear Foot (Design
specifications may be obtained in the City
Clerk's office, City Hall Building. Concrete will
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Ever think of being a gentleman farmer" Buy
this new listing and your dreams will come true.
Home and 40 acres with lovely landscaped
surroundings and 5 ponds in wooded setting.
Several outbuildings, fenced area for horses,
pine forest with walking and riding trails-mean-
dering to a beautiful 1 acre lake surrounded b%.
wooded hillsides. You'll not see another picture
this pretty in this area. Phone us today
®KOPPERUD
REALTY m













Scott Ammons were held this
morning at eleven o'clock at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
officiating. The song service
was by Mrs. Joe Hal Spann
and Miss Nancy Spann with
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Barry
Hughes, Johnny Wilson,
Kenny Overbey, Ricky Miller,
Bobby McDougal, and Dan
Anderson. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Ammons, age 21, died
Wednesday at 7:45 p. m. at his
home nn Murray Route Two,
- U. S. Highway 641 North. He
was a member of the United
Methodist Church and a
graduate of Murray High
School. Born December 18,
1955, at Fulton, he was the son
of James Ray and Lois
Sher‘en Ammons.
Survivors are his parents,
Dr. and Mrs. James 'Ray
Ammons, sister, Stacey, and
brother, Jeff, all of Murray
Route Two, and his grand-
mother, Mrs. Jarries Ammons,
Memphis, Tn.
Lindsey Tucker Is
Dead At Age 85;
Funeral Is Today
Lindsey Tucker, 85-year-old
resident of Mayfield, Route
Eight, died at 7:50 a. m.
Thursday at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was a
_ retired farmer.
Mr. Tucker is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Clara Tucker,
two sons, the Rev. Jesse
Tucker, and the Rev. Daniel
H. Tucker, both of Mayfield,
and two daughters, Miss Susie
Pearl Tucker, of. Mayfield,
and Miss Georgia Belle
Tucker, Wingo, Route Two.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Mary Shell and
Mrs. Gladys Clapp, of
Mayfield four _grandchildren
and thirteen great grand-
children.
Services will be held at
three p: m. today at Rozzell's
Chapel Church: with the Rev.
Fred Alexander and the Rev.
Eugene Figge officiating.




The funeral for Mrs. Gracie
Wilson, widow of Masqn
Wilson, is being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
with the Rev. Thomas Perkins
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as pianist.
Pallbearers are John Lax,
Harvey Ellis, Otis Wilson,
Preston Perry, Danny Work-
man, and George Osborn.
Burial will follow in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery.
Mrs. Wilson, age 76, died
Wednesday at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was a
member of the Mt. Pleasant
United Methodist Church.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Imogene
Lamb, Murray, one son, Billy
Wilson, Detroit, Mich., one
brother; Nollie Wisehart,
Detroit, Mich., seven grand-
children, and six great
grandchildren.
Final Rites Held
For John M. Nance _
The final rites for Jahn M.
Nance, father of Mrs. Louise
Donelson of Murray, were
held this morning at ten
o'clock at the chapel of the
Roth Funeral Home,




Blain Donelson, and Albert
Kelso. Burial was in the Oak
Grove Cemetery there.
Mr. Nance, age 84, died
Wednesday at the Murray-
('alloway County Hospital. He
had resided with his daughter
here.in.Murray for the past six
months but is a former
resident of Paducah.
He is survived by his
daughter, one sister, Mrs.
Margaret Walsh, Metropolis,





William Triplett of Murray
Route Four died Thursday at
2:10 p.m. at the Westview
'Nursing Home. He was 93
years of age.
The Calloway man was a
retired farmer and a member
of the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. Born April
14, 1884,5in Tennessee, he was
the son of the late John
Triplett and Elizabeth Carter
Triplett.
Surviyors are his wife, Mrs.
Ina Jones Triplett, Murray
Route Four; one son, James
W. Triplett and his wife, Kay
Frances, Berkley, Mich.;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Eva
Spurgeon, Allen Park, Mich.;
two granddaughters, Mrs.
Paul Fabio, England, and
Mrs. Michael Boyle, Arizona;
two great great grand-
children, Allison and Jeffrey
Fabio.
The.runerl will be held
Sunday at.:livo pm. ,at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the




The funeral services for
Mrs. Lottie Dewel Holley, 61,
Penton Route Four are being
held today at two p. m. at
Collier Funeral Chapel,
Benton, with 0. D. McKendree
and Terry Walters officiating.
Burial will follow in Fair-
dealing Cemetery.
Mrs. Holley died Wednesday
at 4:55 p. m. at Benton
Hospital. She was a member
of Fairdealing Church of
Christ.
Survivors include her
husband, Floy Holley; four
daughters, Mrs. Kenneth
Tubbs, Crofton Rode One,
Mrs. Alton Anderson, Benton
Route Nine, Mrs. Gary
Downing, Benton Route Four,
Mrs. Eddy Stevenson of
Calvert City Route Two; two
sons, Dewayne Holley,
Buckner, Ill., Rudy Floy
Holley, Metropolis, Ill.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Vernon Sins and
Mrs. Bill Tapp, both of Har-
din, Mrs. - Agnes Tidwell,
Grand Rivers; three brothers,
Forrest Bloodworth, Hardin,
Sam Bloodworth, Calvert
City, Dan Bloodworth, .Ben-




Funeral services for Gillus
Knight of 732 Nash Drive,
Murray, are being held today
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. John Dale and Bro.
R. J. Burpoe officiating. The
song service is by singers
from the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ where he was
a member.
Serving as pallbearers are
Sammy. Steve, and Bobby
*Knight, Jackie and Bobby
Bragg, and Preston Jewell.
Burial will follow in the New
Concord Cemetery.
Mr. Knight, age 73, died
Wednesday at the University
of Kentucky Medical Center,
Lexington.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lela Knight; two sons,
Newell Sam and Edward
Knight, Murray; two sisters,
--Mrs. Arthur Jewel 'and- -Mrs.
Ray Herndon, Murray; six
grandchildren and three great
grandchildren.
Mrs. Humphreys Is
Dead At Age 45;
Funeral Sunday
•
Mrs. Agnes La Rue Hum-
phreys of' Route Two,
Puryear, TX, wife of Bobby
Humphreys, died Tuesday at
3:15 p. m. in Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
In ill health for some time, she
was 45.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at one p. m. at
Union Grove Baptist Ciairch
with the Rev. A. Taylor of
McKenzie officiating. Burial
will be in the church
cemetery, Williams and
Rawls Funeral Home, Paris,
In., is in charge. Visitation
will be from 5 to 8 p. m.
Saturday at the funeral home.
The daughter of Earl Ray of
Puryear and the late—Bennie
Milliken Ray, Mrs. Hum-
phreys was born Nov. 20, 1931,
in Tennessee. She and Mr.
Humphreys were married in
1947. She was a member of.
Union 'Grove Baptist Church.
In addition to her father and
husband, she leaves two'
daughters, Miss Janice F.
Humphreys and Mrs. Diana
Lairy, both of Paris, Tn.; two
sons, James C. Humphreys of
East St. Louis, Ill., and Joe
Stanley Humphreys of
Coronado, Calif.; four sisters,
Mrs. Ella Faye Martin, Mrs.
Clara M. Williams -and Mrs.
Georgia Long, all of Paris,,
In., and Mrs. Georgia Mc-
Nairl of Whitlock, Tn.; four
brothers, Lonnie Thomas of
Paris, Tn., Eddie L. Ray of
Puryear, Tn., Johnson Ray of
New Bern, N. C., and 'Earl




Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by 1. M. Simon Ca. are as follovrs:












Gen. Motors - -- -4--




Quaker Oats 21% -%
Republic Steel 31% -%
Singer Mfg. 21%
Tappan 104 4-
Western 'Union ' 17'4 unc
Zenith Radio .. ........ 22
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger di
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 23% -4
McDonalds Corp. 
Ponderosa Systems 6% -4
Kimberly Clark 444 ±55
Union Carbide Mx. -Is
W. R. Grace 29% unc
Texaco 2642
General Elec 534 4-%
GAF Corp 11% unc
Georgia Pacific 3155 +ti
Pfizer 26% -%
Jim Walters 32% +Ls
Kirsch ........ . .. .. 15% unc
Disney  35 




Mark Mueller, son of Don'
and Myra Mueller, will be
received as a communicant
member of Immanuel
Lutheran Church by the Rite
of Confirmation on Sunday,
May 1. Mark has completed
two years of special in-
struction in the Christian faith
'and living.
The congregation will
receive new members also by
Letter of Transfer. Those
persons to be received are
Mrs. Nel Huerth of Mayfield
and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bell
of Murray.
Following the worship
service, the congregation will
have a potluck picnic on the
church- grounds, arrin ding to







4 lbs. or more Lb.
Hours:
7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
7 Days A Week
Be sure to visit the
carnival May 3 thrit,May 7
69c
The Murray State University Faculty Piano Trio will present a concert in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price Doyle fine Arts Center on the campus at 815 p.m. Friday,
April 29. Music on the program will include "Trio in C Major, K. 548" by Mozart, "Three
Nocturnes" by Ernest Bloch, and "Trio No. 1 in D Minor, Op. 49" by Mendelssohn.
Members of the trio are: Thomas H. Baker, pianist Neale B. Mason, violoncellist; and
David I. Nelson, violinist. No admission will be charged for the concert, which is spon-
sored by the Department of Music and the College of Creative Expression.
Caution Is Urged As
Boating Season Begins
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
The boating season on
Kentucky lakes is expected to
get into full swing next week •
with the arrival of warmer
weather, and state Water
Enforcement Director Doug
Shoulders has asked boaters
to remember that it's a lot like
driving a car.
Although there's no speed
limit on the water, the laws for
highway driving are basically
the same for boating,
Shoulders said in an interview •
Wednesday,
"If you're the only one on
the highway; you don't really
have to worry too much about
,what you can do," he said,
"but when there's more _than
one car on the road—or one
boat on the lake—you have to
take extra care."
Boat operators, like
motorists, should refrain from
drinking. Shoulders said.
"It's very difficult to keep
an exact record, but we have
basis for believing that from
20 to 30 per cent of all boating
accidents involve drinking,"
he said.
"We're in an awkward
position," Shoulders con-
tinued. "We accept that a lot
of people go to the lake to
relax, unwind and drink beer.
don't encourage
drinking, but we don't beat
them over the head about it
either."
Most of the citations issued
by the 50 watt ;or,cement
officers are tor reckless




Saturday, and Shoulders said
there has been "a rash of
people" applying for
registration all week. He said
he expects a record number of
boats to be on Kentucky's
waterways this year.
Willard Ails Presented Award
For Services At Freed-Hardeman




presented a bronze medallion




president of the college, made
the presentation after Ails
spoke to the student body in a
chapel program April 20.
In making presentation Dr.,
Gardner noted that Ails had
given unselfishly of his time
and efforts for the sake of'
young people and Christian
education. He had done this
through lectures and
classroom teaching at Freed-
Hardeman College and the
donation of proceeds from his
two books, 'LW-hat The
Christian Should Know About
.Cos,ug Use and Abuse" and
"What The Christian Should
Knew About Alcohol and
Alcoholism."
The college also announced
that applications are open for
the scholarship offered by Ails
to any student from Calloway
County wishing to attend the
Drug and Alcohol course
during the summer session at
Freed.Hardernan College. The
course, a three-hour credit
class offered May 30-June 3, is
open to any high School junior
or senior and is transferable





The North Fork Baptist
Church will have its
homecoming services on
Sunday, May 1, with Sunday
School at ten a.m., preaching
at eleven a.m., basket lunch at
noon, and gospel singing to
follow.
Special singers in the af-
ternoon will be by the Wonders
Quartet. The pastor, the Rev.
James Phelps, will speak at
the morning worship services
with -Virgil Paschall as song
leader, Judy Fries as pianist,
and Regina Orr as organist.
Blood River Church
Singing Is On Sunday
The monthly gospel singing
will be held Sunday, May 1,
from two to four p.m. at the
Blood River Baptist Church.
The Kings Sons will be the
featured singers. '
Regular services will be
held Sunday with' Sunday
School at ten a.m. and
preaching at eleven a.m. with
the pastor, the Rev. Richard




Baptist Church at New Con-
cord will have a revival
meeting starting Monday,
May 2, and continuing through
Sunday, May 8, with services
at 7:30 p.m. each evening.
- Speaker for the revival
services will be the Rev.
Kenneth Todd. The public is




The Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene at Kirksey will
have a gospel singing on
Saturday, April 30, at 7:30
p.m.
experience. The lowest salary
for a Rank III teacher with no-, 
Featured singers will be the
experience is listed at 89,100. 
Century Singers, according to
a 
A resolution honoring 
inviteschurchth spokesman whoe
public to attend.
Dennis Taylor submitted by 
the two staffs of Carter and
Robertson Schools was ap-
proved by the board.
The board also voted to
change its regular meeting
time from 7 p. m. to 7:30 p. m.,
during the summer months.
(Continued From Page -1
sportation report, which
shows a total of 540 students
who ride the buses on the
average each day. There are
five buses on regular runs,
with one spare.
The teaching salary
schedule was approved by the
board, which calls for a top
salary of 812,910, for a Rank I
teacher with 12 or more years
The 1918 worldwide outbreak
of influenza was the greatest
epidemic in history. Almost one
billion people were involved
and it is estimated that as
many as one out of 50 of these
died,
309 N. 16th West Side of Campus
1% ill toll oil Ili it






















All the trimmings meas our fabulous salad bar, potato of your choice, texastoast with No. 1, loaf of bread with No. 2 & No. 3




to run a newspaper
Gary Buchanan is circulation foreman at the
Murray Ledger and Times.
He is the 21-year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Aj.
Buchanan and has been employed at the
newspaper for about two years.
Buchanan is a 1975 graduate of Murray High
SchooL
Mike Brandon has been employed with the
Murray Ledger & Times since 1971.
He is a 1969 graduate of Carrier Mills, III, High
School and received an associate degree in 1971
from Southeastern ige in Harrisburg.
Brandon graduated with a Bachelor of Science
Degree in 1973 from Murray State University. He
majored in journalism and political science.
After working briefly at the Evansville, Ind,
Courier & Press, Brandon returned to Murray in
December of 1973 and has been sports editor
since that time.
In 4974 and in 1976, he was one of the three
finalists for Kentucky's Sportswriter of the Year.
Besides sports, his hobbies are reading and
writing poetry, hiking and studying nature.
Brandon, 25 years-old, is single and is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Noble Brandon of Harrisburg, 111.
Philip Mabry is assistant press room foreman
at the Murray Ledger and Times.
Mabry has been employed at the newspaper
for the past five years. He is 22 years old, and is a
member of St. John's Epikopal Church.
Mabry lists his favorite pasttime as water skiing.
-!-.....-marrse..•,ravansamplaimler. 4.7
